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Abstract

This thesis describes a grey-box model for the dimensional stability properties (i.e. curl
and twist) of the carton board produced at AssiDomän Frövi paper mill in Sweden.
AssiDomän Frövi AB is one of Sweden major carton board manufacturer, and produces
some 350000 ton of board per year.

Curl is defined as the departure from a flat form, and it may seriously affect the
processing of the paper. For this reason, customers impose quite restrictive limits on
the allowed curvatures of the board. So, it is becoming more and more important
to be able to produce a carton board with a curl within certain limits. Due to the
economic significance of the curl problem, much research has been performed to find
sheet design and processing strategies to eliminate or reduce curl.

The approach we used to tackle this problem is based on grey-box modelling. The
reasons for such an approach is that the physical process is very complex and nonlinear.
The influence of some inputs is not entirely understood, and besides it depends on a
number of unknown parameters and unmodelled/unmesurable disturbances.

One of the main part of the model is based on classical laminate theory which is
used to model the dimensional stability of multi-ply board. The main assumption is
that each layer is considered as an homogeneous elastic medium.

The model is then complemented with a sub-model for unmodelled/umeasurable
disturbances which are described as states of a dynamical system, and estimated by
means of an extended Kalman filter.

The simulated curvatures show a general agreement with the measurements. How-
ever, the prediction errors are too large for the model to be used in an effective way,
and a bigger effort has to be carried out in order to improve the physical sub-models.

A chapter of this thesis discusses the modelling of the wet-end part of the pa-
per machine with Dymola, a modelling tool for simulation of large systems based on
Modelica language.
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Nomenclature

Acronym
Symbol Description

CD Cross machine direction
CTMP Chemo Thermo Mechanical Pulp
DCS Digital control system
EKF Extended Kalman filter
FPE Final prediction error
KM5 Paper machine at Frövi
LAS Device to wet bottom layer
MD Machine direction
RH Relative humidity
TW Shear direction
UKF Unscented Kalman filter
WRV Water retention value

Latin letters
Symbol Description Dimension

f Pulp fraction [%]
H Moisture content [%]
Jφ Rotation matrix [-]
K Vector of curvatures [m−1]
Q Plane stress matrix [N/m2]
R Fiber orientation index [-]
T Temperature [◦C]
U General input vector [-]
vjw Jet to wire speed difference [m/sec]



x Nomenclature

VN Loss function [-]
w Basis weight [Kg/m2]

WN FPE loss function [-]
y General output vector [-]

ZN Input-output data [-]

Greek letters
Symbol Description Dimension

β Hygroexpansivity coefficient [-]
ε Strain [-]
ε0 Internal strain [-]
ε Vector of residuals [-]
θ Vector of parameters [-]
κ Moisture capacity [%]
ξ Gaussian zero mean variables [-]
ρ Density [Kg/m3]
σ Stress [N/m2]
σ0 Internal stress [N/m2]
φ Fiber orientation angle [rad]

Subscripts
i Layer index
k Pulp quality
j Plane direction
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Paperboard Modelling Project

There is an increasing use of computer simulations in industry to optimize products,
to reduce product developments costs and time by design optimization, and to train
operators. Also the paper industry, traditionally quite conservative, has started in the
last 10-15 years to use computer simulation in a significantly increasing way. Already
in the early 1960s the first computer modelling and control attempts were initiated,
see [53] for example. However, only in the last 10 years, with the new available
technologies, more complex models and control strategies were considered.

The work on modelling the board manufacturing process at AssiDomän Frövi was
initiated in 1992. A short description of the mill, and of the paper manufacturing
process is given in the next chapter. It is however well known that the system we are
dealing with is a complicated non-linear and time varying multi-input multi-output
process. It also contains a large amount of uncertainty and is affected by unknown
and immeasurable disturbances.

The aim of the modelling project is to obtain simulation tools that can contribute
to higher product quality and efficiency in several ways. For instance, it could be used
to test new control strategies, to get a better understanding of the process, and also
as an operator training tool.

At the moment different modelling approaches are being tried. A Dymola-based
model is being developed with the creation of a library for thermo-hydraulic and
pulp and paper systems. Whereas in the past it was considered sufficient to simulate
subsystems separately, the current trend is to simulate increasingly complex physical
systems composed of subsystems from multiple domains. Up to now, all the wet end
part, and the drying section of the paper machine are completed with satisfactory
results, see [5], [24], [14] and [26]. One chapter of this thesis discusses the Dymola
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model of the wet end part of the paper machine.

A different modelling approach was used in [40] by Pettersson where he derived
a grey-box model of the bending stiffness properties of the board. The model was
implemented in the Frövi mill information system as a bending stiffness predictor
and simulator for the process engineers and operators. It was programmed in Visual
Basic and has been running for more than two years giving predictions to within the
laboratory measurement accuracy.

An approach similar to Pettersson’s bending stiffness predictor, is used in this
thesis to model curl and twist (i.e. out-of-plane hygroinstability) of the paperboard.

1.1.1 Curl and twist modelling

Curl is defined as the departure from a flat form, and in Frövi mill it is measured
approximately every 55 minutes by the laboratory staff. Curl in paper is an important
problem since it may seriously affect the processing of the paper. For this reason,
customers impose quite restrictive limits on the allowed curvatures of the board. So,
it is becoming more and more important to be able to produce a cardboard with
curl within certain limits. Due to the economic significance of the curl problem, much
research has been performed to find sheet design and processing strategies to eliminate
or reduce curl.

Because of its complexity, curl is nowadays one of the most difficult quality vari-
ables to control, and one of the main causes of lost production in many paper mills. In
this scenario, it is clear that a curl predictor/simulator would be a very useful tool for
the operators and process engineers in order to help them to decide the best settings
and/or control actions.

Despite the quite bread literature on curl and twist, only one model suitable for
industrial process and useful for process control was found. The model by Edwards
and al., is based on artificial neural networks and is described in [10]. Thus, it seems
timely to tackle the problem with different advanced methods of modelling. The prob-
lem consists in the fact that the process is very complex, and a detailed modelling of
the various phenomena involved would easily lead to a model too complicated to be
attacked with ordinary identification methods. The task is thus to find a reasonable
trade off between a detailed description of the phenomena that are considered most
important for dimensional stability and a model that lumps together other phenom-
ena as disturbances. Therefore, the grey-box modelling approach seemed the most
suitable for the identification of a curl and twist model since it includes the most
important physics and lumps the less important and unknown phenomena into black
box components and stochastic disturbances.
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1.2 Overview of the Thesis

The purpose of the work presented in this thesis is the modelling and identification
of the out-of-plane dimensional instability, or more simply curl and twist, of multi-
ply paperboard. This study is the first of its kind at AssiDomän Frövi, and it may
be considered as an extension/continuation of Pettersson’s licentiate thesis On Model
Based Estimation of Quality Variables for Paper Manufacturing, [40].

1.2.1 Statements of the Objectives

The main purpose of this thesis is to find out if grey-box modelling and estimation
of curl and twist in multi-ply paperboard is feasible, and in such case to build an
on-line predictor that can be used by the operators and process engineers as a tool
for decision/support. Eventually, the model will be used for a more general model
predictive control strategy. As a secondary objective, it will serve as a tool for a
better understanding of the process.

It has to be pointed out that our main purpose is not to develop a complex model
of curl and twist based on knowledge obtained by laboratory studies, which has been
done in previous works, [38] and [28]. It is instead to find out if it is possible to adapt
and verify a ”relatively” simple model to be implemented on-line that satisfactorily
describes the dimensional stability properties of multi-ply paperboard as a function of
measured and controlled variables.

1.2.2 Contribution of the Thesis

The main contributions of this thesis are:

+ A grey-box model of curl and twist was developed. The model was estimated
from process data, and the validation showed a general agreement between pre-
diction and measurement.

+ A deeper conceptual understanding of the process was achieved.

+ A Dymola/Modelica based model of the wet end part of the paper machine was
developed, and identified with satisfactory results.

The main limitations of this thesis are:

- Some of the sub-models of the curl model are too simple. A deeper study of
some of the physical phenomena is necessary to improve the overall model.

- The model has not yet been implemented on-line. An on-line validation is an
important test to find out and verify the main shortcomings of the model.

These two points remain in the agenda for the continuation of the PhD studies.

The results in this thesis have been reported in the following published papers:
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• Bortolin G., Gutman P.O., Borg S., Modelling of the Wet-End Part of a Paper
Mill with Dymola., Proc. of IMACS/IFAC Symposium on mathematical Mod-
elling and Simulation in Agricultural and Bio-Industries, Haifa, Israel (2001).
Submitted to Mathematics and Computers in Simulation, Elsevier Science B.V.,
Amsterdam, 2002.

• Bortolin G., Gutman P.O., Nilsson B., Modelling of Out-of-Plane Hygroinstabil-
ity of Multi-Ply Paperboard. Proc. of International Symposium on Mathematical
Theory of Networks and Systems, MTNS 2002, 12-16 August 2002, South Bend,
Indiana.

1.2.3 Outline of the thesis

The disposition of this thesis is as follows:

Chapter 2: In this chapter an overview of the paper manufacturing process is given. In
particular, the parts of the process more related to curl are presented with more
details.

Chapter 3: This chapter shows the semi-physical modelling of the curl, together with the
identification procedure. The overall model has about 70 parameters that were
identified using standard prediction error methods.

Chapter 4: In this chapter, the previous semi-physical model is complemented with a sub-
model (an extended Kalman filter) that takes into account the disturbances and
uncertainties. The model is then simulated, and the results are compared with
the deterministic model.

Chapter 5: Conclusions and future works relatively to the curl and twist model.

Chapter 6: This chapter presents the Modelica-based model of the wet end of the paper
machine. This is an on-going project separate from the dimensional stability
model, that aims at designing an overall model of the mill.

Appendices A-D: Appendix A shortly describes a few basic concept of laminate theory, and the
mechanical model taken from [7]. Appendix B describes a simple linear model of
the moisture of the board layers. Appendix C is an investigation of the standard
deviation of the curl measurement in the laboratory. In Appendix D the Matlab
code of the elliptical random search is given.

1.3 Brief literature survey

There are several books about the paper manufacturing process. For a general overview
of the process see [45]. For a more specific description of physical qualities of paper
and paperboard, see the books [34] and [11].
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Modelling of the paper process has increased significantly in the last 10 years due
to improvements in the technologies (i.e. sensors and software structures). New pro-
gramming languages were made available for more sophisticated multi-domain models,
leading to non-causal 1 and object-oriented sub-models. Modelica and Dymola are ex-
amples of these new approaches, see [31] and [32]. Some Master thesis were carried
out at AssiDomän Frövi, see [24], [14] and [26], with the aim of building a Modelica
model of the plant by integrating existing models of the paperboard manufacturing
process.

There is also a rather wide literature about curl. Some of the first relevant papers
about dimensional stability in paper are by Glynn and Gallay from the early 1960s,
see [16] and [17], where the effects of non-uniform drying and fibre orientation on curl
are analyzed. Another paper by Gallay in 1973, [15], discusses the mechanism of curl,
analyzing, in particular, the effect of fibre orientation, and also the effect of other
in-homogeneities in structure and composition over the thickness of the sheet. Several
other papers were written about the qualitative effect of drying stresses, humidity,
temperature and other related variables on curl and on the mechanical properties of
paper, see [52], [23], and [20].

In 1980, a paper by L. Carlsson and co-authors, [8], proposed a quantitative model
for predicting curl. Curl was analyzed from the viewpoint of two-sidedness of the
structure by the use of an equation based on simple concepts from laminate theory,
which used the elastic properties and the hygroexpansivity coefficients of the con-
stituent plies. Another paper by L. Carlsson, in 1981, [7], expanded the previous
analysis in a more technical way. The derived equation was tested for two-ply boards,
and a general agreement between predicted and measured curvature at different levels
of relative humidity was established. A similar point of view is given also in the paper
[12] by Eriksson, Fellers and Carlsson where they suggest an automatic apparatus for
measuring curl and twist based on the previous theoretical background. A more ad-
vanced model was proposed in 1998 by A. Nordström and L. Carlsson [38], also based
on laminate theory. A paper by D.F. Rutland, see [42] from 1987 gives a general
review on dimensional stability and curl: origins of dimensional instability and curl,
mechanical and chemical factors influencing hygroexpansivity, measurements methods
and a simple mathematical description of curl.

The paper [49] by T. Uesaka from 1991, gives a good review of more recent studies
on curl. The different phenomena related to dimensional stability are discussed in
detail, and also the papermaking aspect is analyzed, focusing in particular on fibre
orientation. In a previous paper, [48], Uesaka analyzed the history-dependent dimen-
sional behaviour of paper within the general theory of viscoelasticity and the classical
lamination theory. In [33], Uesaka and Nanri investigated the dimensional stability
of mechanical pulps focusing in the relationship between drying shrinkage and hy-
groexpansivity. In [50] Uesaka analyzed the hygroexpansivity of paper, and derived a

1In this context, non-causal model means that the terminals of a sub-model do not neces-
sarily have to be assigned an input or output role.
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semi-quantitative formula relating the hygroexpansion of paper to the hygroexpansion
of a single fibre and the efficiency the stress transfer from the network to the fibres.
The hygroexpansivity of paper was studied also by Salmen in his papers [43] and [44],
where the effects of drying and of sheet structure on hygroexpansional properties was
experimentally analyzed. K. Niskanen wrote some interesting papers on dimensional
stability and related properties, [35], [37], and [34].

A recent work on curl modelling is the Ph.D. thesis by W. Lu, see [28], where a
computational approach for characterization of curl of paper under humidity changes
is presented. The influence of viscoelastic stress relaxation on the curl response was
also investigated.

A different approach was taken by Edwards and co-authors, see [10], who applied
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) techniques to predict paper curl. ANNs are nonlinear
modelling tools that can be applied to tasks involving non-linear data. Essentially
they are a means of mapping a set of input-output vectors that have some non-linear
relationship. The goal of the authors is the same as ours, that is to develop a tool
that can be used in decision-making or even for automated plant control. Their model
provide curl predictions to a satisfactory degree of accuracy for being presented to the
operators as a decision-support tool.

The effect of fibre orientation on curl and twist has recently been investigated in
a paper by R. Amirthalingam, see [1], where he used partial least squares to build a
simple model relating online fibre orientation measurements and laboratory curl/twist
measurements. The model showed reasonable agreement with the twist measurements,
but the results were not satisfactory for MD/CD curl.

Fibre orientation as a function of the jet-to-wire speed difference was investigated
in the paper [46] by Subbarayan. By using an on-line fibre orientation measurement
they studied the process response characteristic, and a closed-loop controller was tested
with satisfactory results.

The work on modelling at AssiDomän Frövi started about 10 years ago, in 1992.
Several efforts to model the bending stiffness of the board have been carried out. A
grey-box model is reported in Bohlin’s report [4] from 1996. The model is based on
known physical properties of the board, and an extended Kalman filter was used to
compensate the bias. The model was satisfactory for some verification data sets, but if
failed for other data sets. Another attempt is described in the paper [19] from 1998 by
Gutman and Nilsson, where a quasi-linear ARMA-model is presented with slow adap-
tation of the model parameters and fast adaptation of a bias compensation term. The
model was considered unsatisfactory because parameters may vary considerably, even
changing signs. A final attempt was successfully carried out in [40] by J. Pettersson.
He developed a grey-box model improving the physical modelling of the sub-processes.
The semi-physical model was complemented with a nonlinear Kalman filter to esti-
mate immeasurable/unmodelled disturbances. The model was implemented in the
mill information system as a bending stiffness predictor for the process engineers and
operators. A similar approach is taken in this thesis.
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Another example of grey-box modelling at AssiDomän Frövi is the PhD thesis
of J. Funkquist, see [13], in 1995. In his work, he modelled the continuous digester,
a very complex process for pulp production which includes chemical reactions and
transport phenomena. Because of the complexity and uncertainty of the process,
grey-box modelling was a suitable approach to attack the problem. The final model
was satisfactory and could be used in applications such as process simulation and
control design.
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Chapter 2

Dimensional Stability in

Paperboard

2.1 Introduction

AssiDomän AB Carton Board in Frövi, Sweden, produces 350.000 tons of board per
year on a 7 meters wide and 250 meters long paper machine. A short description of
the pulp and paper process can be found in the next section and for a more complete
description the reader may refer to [45].

In the plant there are more than 700 local controllers within an integrated dig-
ital control system (DCS). The primary physical quality variable, such as moisture,
basis weight, and thickness, are measured on-line by traversing sensors located in
the final part of the paper machine. All available process information from on-line
measurements and laboratory tests are stored in a database, within an advanced mill
information system, called Info. All these data are presented to the operators through
process flow diagrams, profiles, and historical trends. When required the operators
control the process by adjusting the set points of the local controllers in the DCS.

Unfortunately, most of the quality variables relevant for the customers of carton
board, such as curl, bending stiffness, printability factors, etc., are not available on-line,
but only from laboratory tests. The continuously moving web in the paper machine is
rolled up on big rolls (tambours). Approximately every 55 minutes the operators start
an automatic change of tambours. Samples for laboratory test are available from the
last part of each roll, and some 20 quality variables are analyzed in the laboratory at
different positions in the cross-machine direction.

Then, the operators have to compare the lab values with the nominal values and
take the appropriate decisions and control actions according to the particular settings
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the machine is being driven in that moment, and the customer specifications.

Paper curl is one of the quality variables that are only measured in the laboratory.
Excessive curl is a long-standing problem, it reduces the quality of paper, and it affects
the customers as it is the most common cause for sheet feeding problems. For this
reason, customers impose strict limits on the curl and hence it is very important to be
able to control it. However, dimensional stability is affected by a number of complex,
inter-related factors, including different drying rates on the two sides of the board,
relative variation in humidity within the sheet, and mechanical stresses within the
fibres.

Because of its complexity, and because of the fact that curl can only be measured
after an entire tambour has been produced, its control is very difficult and costly.
Although out-of-specification board may be re-pulped and re-cycled, bad curl wastes
plant time, raw material and energy. Our aim is to develop a reliable model that can
be used for decision-support by the operators.

In this chapter first a short description of the paper manufacturing process is
given. Then, dimensional stability, curl and twist, and related properties will be
discussed. We want to point out that most of the following discussion will be of a
qualitative kind. Even though curl and twist have been investigated for many years by
several researchers, most of the results are based on qualitative analysis of experimental
data from laboratory tests. However, this analysis will provide us with the process
knowledge needed to develop the model described in the next two chapters according
to the grey-box philosophy (see section 3.2).

2.2 Process Description

The carton board manufacturing process is an extremely complicated process. As-
sidomän board is composed of 4 layers, or plies. The two middle layers are composed
of bulk to get lightweight and bending stiffness, and the top layer is composed of
bleached pulp to have good printability. A scheme of the main parts of the mill is
shown in Fig. 2.1. The main raw material used in paper production is pulp, which
consists of extremely fine cellulose fibres. There are various types of pulp qualities
used in the mill and most of them are produced in the sulphate plant and stored in
intermediate silos. From the silos, the pulp flows into the beating or refining part,
where the fibres are subject to mechanical action to develop their optimal papermak-
ing properties with respect to the product being made. Then, the pulp is sent to the
mixing tanks, one for each layer. The operators decide the proportion of each pulp
quality in each layer, and also the basis weight of each layer. The operators also con-
trol the flow of additives, like e.g. starch. Following dilution by water to below 1% of
fibre concentration, the stock is sent through screens and cleaners to remove foreign
materials. The oversized materials are removed by the screens. Heavy materials, or
particles with a specific gravity greater than that of the fibres, are removed with the
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Figure 2.1: Schematic overview of the carton board process

centrifugal cleaners. Then the pulp is sent to the paper machine, called KM5. The first
part of the paperboard machine are the headboxes, one for each layer, which spread
the pulp on the wires. The pulp stock is discharged to the wire at uniform dilution,
thickness and velocity through the headbox. The wire is a continuous belt of woven
material. As the stock and wire proceed, water is removed first by gravity, next by low
pressure generated on the back side of the rolls and foils and finally by suction devices
located under the wire. As the water is drained through the screen, the fibre mat is
formed. The paper web leaves the wire at the couch roll and the wire travels back
below the forming table to the headbox to receive more stock and continue to form
the continuous web of paper. Showers below the forming table clean the wire on its
return to the headbox. The thickness of the stock jet is determined by the opening of
the headbox slice, while the velocity is provided by the headbox pressure. These two
parameters determine the basis weight and strongly influence the direction of fibres in
the layer.

After the wire section, in order to form the basic paper board, the four plies are
pressed together in the press section. The presses are hard rolls that squeeze the paper
gently to remove the water and bring the fibres together to promote bonding. The
web leaves the press section and is passed around a series of steam-filled drums, called
dryer cylinders. The drying takes places by passing the board over a large number
of drying cylinders, whose temperatures are between 110-130 ◦C. The temperature of
a cylinder surface is function of the steam pressure within the cylinders. They are
divided into 10 groups, and the pressure of each group is controlled independently.
After the drying section, the board is pressed together by two hot calenders in order
to achieve smooth surfaces, and to control thickness. The top side of the board is then
covered with a white coating in order to give it a suitable printing surface. Finally, the
board is given its final finish by light calendering and then it is reeled on tambours.

Many of the input variables needed for the modelling are measured continuously on-
line, and stored in the Info computer system as 1-minute averages, 12-minute averages,
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hourly and daily averages. Following the same method as in Petterson [40] and Gutman
and Nilsson [19], the sampling time was chosen as the 12-minutes averages, and we
also used the same synchronization system between the curl measurements and the
other measurements.

A big limitation that we encountered was the fact that it was not possible to make
experiments on the process because of the high costs. So, we had to use data from
normal operations. In the mill many different board qualities are produced, and all
the measurements are stored for several years. Fortunately, we found out that by
picking the data from many different board qualities we obtained an identification set
which was informative enough for most of the parameters of the model to be identified.
However, some of the model parameters have a very large standard deviation, and one
of the possible cause may be the lack of input excitation.

2.3 Dimensional stability: some background

The concept of dimensional stability has a connotation of dependence on external
factors in the sense that a property, in this case the dimension of a piece of paper, stay
constant while some factors such as temperature or relative humidity, are changing.
Unfortunately, the word “curl” does not have the same connotation. In fact, curl
is very property-dependent since is caused by exactly the same mechanisms as those
which cause in-plane dimensional changes in paper. The only difference is that in-
plane dimensional changes are caused by MD and CD structural properties of the
paper while curl is caused when the same properties differ through the thickness of
the sheet.

Curl in paper and paperboard is defined as the departure from flat form. More
formally, let us suppose we can approximate the out-of-plane displacement of the sheet
as follows:

w(x, y) = −1

2
Kxx2 − 1

2
Kyy2 − 1

2
Kxyxy (2.1)

where w(x, y) is the out-of-plane displacement of the sheet [m], x is the MD direction,
and y the CD direction. In the previous equation, x, y, and w form the left handed
coordinate system shown in Fig. 2.2. If curl is strong, or the sheet is large, inclusion
of higher terms in (2.1) would be necessary.

Three curl components (i.e. machine direction, cross-machine direction, and shear
curl or twist) characterize the magnitude of curl, and they are defined as:

KMD = Kx = −∂2w

∂x2
, KCD = Ky = −∂2w

∂y2
, KTW = Kxy−2

∂2w

∂x∂y
[m−1] (2.2)

See Fig. 2.2 for an overview of the conventions.

For a cylindrical surface, one can rotate the xy-coordinate system so that, in the
new coordinate system, the twist component, KTW, is zero and only one of the curl
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[m−1] MD CD Twist
Stand. deviation 0.15 0.29 0.27

Table 2.1: Standard deviations of the curl measurements, [m−1]

components, KMD or KCD, is nonzero. The curl components KMD and KCD correspond
to the inverse of the radius of curvature in each direction, and in this way they can be
given physical meaning. The larger the K-value is in absolute magnitude, the stronger
is the curl.

The values of the curl components are
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Figure 2.2: Curl conventions

usually specific to the shape and size of the
specimen used to measure them. For ex-
ample, narrow paper strips often have cur-
vature that does not match the surface of
the sheet from which the strips were cut.
The specimen’s own weight may also cause
bending. Small specimens would in princi-
ple best reflect the intrinsic curl tendency of
paper, but accurate measurements can only
be made if the specimens are large enough.

At AssiDomän the laboratory measure-
ments are conducted in the following way.
An optical instrument that can measure 5
test samples at the same time is used. 16
sheets of dimension 50x50 cm are cut from
the last part of each tambour. From 5 of
these sheets one square test piece of dimen-
sion 10x10 cm is randomly cut and kept in
a controlled environment (50 % RH, 25 ◦C) for about 5 minutes. Then, the curl com-
ponents of the test pieces are measured by the optical device. In this work we are
mainly interested in the curl in the middle of the web. The reason is that the paper
has a better formation, and is more homogeneous in the middle of the web than on
the edges. However, even though we are considering a relatively small area, 50x50 cm,
in the centre of the web, the curl variations are very large. An investigation of the
standard deviations of the measurements of the curl components in the centre of the
web gave the results shown in Tab. 2.1, see also Appendix C.

In most cases, curl is a manifestation of dimensional instability, reflecting a dif-
ference in some mechanical properties, like elasticity or fibre orientation, through the
thickness of the paper. The primary cause for curl is then the intra-fibre shrinkage
and expansion with changes in Relative Humidity (RH) and temperature, and the
communication of this dimensional instability to the paper web. The structure of the
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paper is therefore directly involved in the extent and direction of curl.
In this section we will discuss the factors that control the moisture content of

paper, and relate moisture change to dimensional changes.

2.3.1 Moisture in Paper and Hygroexpansion

The moisture content of paper, H [%], is defined as ratio between the mass of absorbed
water, [Kg], and the mass of oven dry paper, [Kg]. The relative humidity, RH [%],
of air gives the amount of water vapour in air relative to the amount in saturation
1. In equilibrium conditions, the moisture content of paper depends on the ambient
relative humidity and temperature of the surrounding air. It is also history-dependent,
affected by the preceding states of moisture content, as it is shown in Fig. 2.3. In
addition, the moisture content of paper depends also on pulp qualities, [34].

Hygroexpansivity is defined as the dimensional

�

Figure 2.3: Moisture vs. RH
at different temperatures, [34]

change due to the change of internal moisture, and
is generally a complex function of paper structure
and of hygro-elastic properties of the fibres. The
hygroexpansivity of paper comes from the swelling
or contraction of fibres when their moisture con-
tent changes. The actual fibril angle and chemi-
cal composition determine the equilibrium mois-
ture content of the fibre and the expansion that
a given moisture content causes. In this way, pa-
per expands when the dimensional changes of fi-
bres transfer to the dimensions of the macroscopic
network.

The hygroexpansive strain, εh [-], of paper is
by definition the relative incremental change in di-
mensions when the moisture content changes, i.e.
∆L/L where L is the length of the sample. For
a more complete definition of stress and strain we
refer the reader to Appendix A. The hygroexpan-
sive strain is characterized by three components:

two along the main axis (εh, MD and εh, CD) and the third one, indicated by εh, TW, is
the shear component in the x-y plane, see Fig. 2.2

We can notice in Fig. 2.4 that paper expands or shrinks according to the moisture
change, but the process is not generally reversible due to hysteresis. The first expo-
sure to higher humidity and the subsequent drying result in a considerably irreversible
shrinkage. The history-dependent dimensional change of paper has been attributed
to drying stresses which develop during the drying process of the wet sheet. In fact,
the wet web formed in the paper machine is dried under the restraint of its hygroex-
pansivity shrinkage, developing stresses both in machine and cross machine directions.

1More precisely, the relative humidity is defined as the ratio between the ambient vapour
pressure, pw, and the saturation pressure, pw,s: RH = pw/pw,s
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Figure 2.4: Hygroexpansive strain vs. moisture content in restrained dried (on
the left) and freely dried paper (on the right) made of mechanical pulp from
[33]. The gradient of the curve is the hygroexpansivity coefficient β.

The magnitude of the stresses depends on the degree of shrinkage restraints which
are different in MD and CD directions, the temperature and moisture histories during
drying, fibre orientation and pulp qualities.

The hygroexpansivity coefficients, β [-], are defined as the ratio between the hy-
groexpansivity strain εh and the corresponding change in moisture content, ∆H [Kg
water/Kg dry paper]. In the same way as for the strain, we can define three main
hygroexpansivity coefficients: two along the main axis (βMD and βCD) and the third
one, indicated by βTW, is the shear component in the x-y plane:

βCD =
εh, CD

∆H
βMD =

εh, MD

∆H
βTW =

εh, TW

∆H
[−] (2.3)

Typical curves of hygroexpansive strain vs. moisture content are shown in Fig.
2.4. According to Nanri and Uesaka, see [33], for restrainted-dried handsheets, the re-
lationship between hygroexpansive strain and sheet moisture content is approximately
linear and reversible in the low-moisture content range, but the relationship is non-
linear and shows an irreversible shrinkage after the initial exposure at high humidity.
Freely dried handsheets, on the other hand, shows an almost linear and reversible
response throughout the whole range of sheet moisture content.

According to Uesaka, [49], hygroexpansion of paper is determined by two factors:
one is the hygroexpansion of a single fibre; the other is the efficiency of the stress
transfer from the network to the fibres. When moisture content or relative humidity
changes, the dimensional changes of a fibre are transmitted to neighbouring fibres
through the bonded fibre network. In [49], Uesaka derived a general formula for the
hygroexpansivity coefficients of paper:

βCD = f11β
f
L + f12β

f
T βCD = f21β

f
L + f22β

f
T (2.4)
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Figure 2.5: Effect of fibre orientation on the hygroexpansion coefficient, β, in MD
(squares) and CD (triangles) vs. the MD/CD ratio of elastic modulus for freely-dried
handsheets with anisotropic fibre orientation for unbleached softwood kraft pulp with
two density levels of 419 and 220 kg/m3 (solid and dashed lines, respectively) changed
by wet pressing, [9].

where βf
L and βf

T are the longitudinal and transverse hygroexpansivity coefficients
of fibre, and fij describes the transfer of stress from direction i (=MD or CD) in
the network to the j direction in a single fibre. The relative importance of the two
components, βf

L and βf
T , depends on the stress-transfer parameters, fij , that in turn

are determined by the inter-fibre bonds. These bonds are dependent on structural
properties of the carton board such as fibre orientation, see Fig. 2.5, and density,
and from manufacturing effects such as beating, wet straining and drying stresses.
Particularly, drying shrinkage has a strong effect on the hygroexpansion of paper.
In a freely-dried sheet, the hygroexpansion coefficient, β, can be two to four times
higher than in a restraint-dried sheet, see [44]. In Fig. 2.4, we see an example of
restrained and freely dried paper. In these cases, the hygroexpansivity coefficient,
β, is the gradient of the curves in the figures. The effects of drying restraints on
hygroexpansional properties of paper have been studied in several papers, and another
example is shown in Fig. 2.6 taken from [43]. According to the paper the effect of wet
straining depends on the solids content at which the strain applies. Straining at low
solids content has little effect. Instead, if paper is strained at a high solids content, then
the hygroexpansion decreases linearly with increasing wet strain. If different drying
restraints apply during drying, the hygroexpansivity of paper is primarily controlled
by the restraint applied in the end of drying.
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Figure 2.6: Hygroexpansion (i.e. relative length increase ∆l/l) versus moisture
content for sheets dried either freely or under restraint at different RH, from
[43]

2.3.2 Two-sidedness in Hygroexpansive Strains

Two-sidedness of the in-plane strains is necessary for curl to appear in a sheet. In
most cases, two-sidedness arises from one-sided drying in the manufacturing process,
changes in moisture content coupled with different hygroexpansivity on the two sides,
and from asymmetric moisture flow in end-use operations.

Experience has shown that the final CD curl after the paper machine can vary with
the temperatures of the final dryer cylinders. For instance, a temperature increase in
the final top cylinders which dry the top side of the paper, turns the curl toward the
top side of the web as Fig. 2.7 shows. The rate of stress relaxation 2 is a possible
explanation for the effect of two-sided drying temperatures on a paper machine. In
fact, because of drying restraints, internal stresses are developed in the drying section.
High temperature in the final drying cylinders may only increase the relaxation rate
of the hot paper surface since the drying rate cannot increase significantly because the
web is already almost dry. As a result, the final drying stress may be lower on the hot
side of paper giving rise to the curl observed in practice.

If the hygroexpansivity, β, of paper or board is two-sided, βtop 6= βbottom, any
change in moisture content will cause curl. Through this mechanism, two-sidedness
in fibre orientation is a common cause of curl problems. For example, in the case of
a single layer paper, strong orientation on the wire side of paper favours larger CD
hygroexpansivity on the wire side than on the top side.

2Stress relaxation: at a fixed strain, the internal stresses decays as a function of time, see
[34].
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Figure 2.7: Effect of the last cylinder temperature on curl. Symbols correspond
to different levels of fibre orientation or basis weight (Fig. from [34]).

Figure 2.8: MD and CD curl in a three-ply coated board vs. the difference
between top and bottom layer in the MD/CD elastic modulus ratio (Fig. from
[34]).
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The combination of the curl tendencies in MD and CD could lead to a saddle-
shape specimen. This usually does not occur in papers because only one dominant
curl component is possible. The interplay of the two curl components is best seen in
multi-ply boards where the fibre orientation of the layers can vary independently. An
example is shown in Fig. 2.8 for a three ply coated board. CD curl changes to MD
curl when fibre orientation on the top side increases relative to the bottom side.

In the end-use of paper and board, one-sided moisture flux or wetting of the sheet
often induces curl. Unless the sheet is wetted throughout its thickness, curl turns
at first away from the moist side but later returns to the opposite direction. The
hysteresis of paper shown in Fig. 2.4 is believed to be the cause of this phenomenon.
This one-sided wetting is typical in end-use operations like the coating of board, and
it is also believed to be one of the main causes of curl at AssiDomän Frövi. In fact,
the top layer of the board undergoes three moisture cycles after the drying section:
steam before calendering and water from the two coating sections. The bottom layer,
instead, is usually wetted after the drying section only once by a particular device
called LAS located after the coating section, and used to control the curl. Sometimes,
the operators may also add steam to the bottom side before calendering.

Because of this, the final hygroexpansivity strains of the layers may be very differ-
ent, causing different dimensional variations in the layers, and thus generating curl.

2.3.3 Fibre Orientation

If fibres were perfectly distributed in a sheet, the sheet would have the same properties
in all directions. This is called isotropic sheet. If fibres are distributed non uniformly,
the sheet is called anisotropic. Ideally, fibres should be aligned along the machine
direction in order to have better mechanical properties in that direction. In reality,
fibres are not perfectly aligned because of turbulence and disturbances in the headbox-
wire section of the paper machine.

The fibre orientation index, R [-], and fibre orientation angle, φ [rad], are the
quantities that usually characterize the in-plane orientation distribution in paper. The
orientation index is a number that gives the anisotropy of the distribution. It is equal to
1 in an isotropic sheet, and increases with anisotropy. The orientation angle indicates
how much the symmetry axis of the distribution deviates from the machine direction,
see Fig. 2.9.

Orientation distribution is affected by several hydrodynamic forces during the web
formation process. The most important is the speed difference between the suspension
jet from the headbox and the wire. This speed difference creates a velocity gradient
in the suspension which rotates fibres toward the machine direction. A large speed
difference therefore gives strong machine-direction fibre orientation. However, there
are other hydrodynamic effect that may influence fibre orientation. One important
factor is the anisotropic fibre orientation already in the jet as it emerges from the
headbox. Another important factor is turbulence which rapidly destroys jet anisotropy
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from the suspension.

It is very common to estimate the fibre orienta-

��

Figure 2.9: Polar graph of the
fibre distribution. Fibre ori-
entation index, R = R1/R2

[-], and angle, φ [rad].

tion index by using the MD/CD ratio of mechanical
properties such as the elastic modulus. However,
paper drying creates anisotropic internal stresses
that also affect the MD/CD ratio, but not the fibre
orientation.

The direction along which the fibres try to align
in the wire web determines the fibre orientation an-
gle of paper, φ. The orientation angle therefore de-
pends on the direction of the suspension flow rela-
tive to the wire. Ideally, if the suspension flows onto
the wire exactly in the machine direction, the orien-
tation distribution is symmetrical with respect the
machine direction. In reality, the fibre orientation
angle is often nonzero. In fact, although the aver-
age orientation angle, φ, vanishes when the speed
difference goes to zero, local fluctuations can be
large.

In all machine-made paper, large scale varia-
tions across the web occur in the fibre orientation
angle, φ. They arise because the suspension flow is
always somewhat uneven across a wide paper ma-

chine. Its average value, φ, across the web is not as important as the CD profile of
the variations in φ. This is because dimensional stability problems occur when the
local orientation angle somewhere in the web is too large. The fibre orientation index
is different because its variations are small, and the average value has the greatest
importance.

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, the paper manufacturing process was briefly described. A formal
definition of curl was given, and the main causes of dimensional instability were also
discussed in some detail. In general, curl in paper is generated by structural variations
through its thickness, such as a non uniform distribution of fibre orientation, density
and hygroexpansion properties. The process of papermaking can deeply influence
such properties, and in particular different drying strategies may lead to very different
curl values. With drying strategy we mean not only the temperature of the drying
cylinders, but also the application of drying restraints at different moisture content.
In addition, end-use operations, like in our case coating of the top ply, are also known
to induce curl, because of one-sided wetting of the paperboard.
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Figure 2.10: Fibre orientation angle (upper), and index (lower) against jet-wire
speed difference, from [46].

We want to stress again the fact that only a qualitative analysis of the relation-
ships between dimensional stability and the previous quantities has been found in the
literature. Besides, many of the previous quantities are neither measured on-line, nor
in the laboratory, and hence they have to be estimated from measurement of corre-
lated variables. Therefore, following the grey-box modelling approach, empirical and
semi-quantitative equations have to be derived from the qualitative analysis found
in the literature and from the achieved process knowledge. In the next chapter, the
semi-physical modelling of curl is described, and models of the board properties influ-
encing curl are developed. In addition, in such a large and complex process like board
manufacturing, the effect of random disturbances and input uncertainties has to be
taken into account somehow. For such a purpose, an extended Kalman filter will be
introduced in chapter 4.
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Chapter 3

Modelling and

Identification

3.1 Introduction

As we stated in the introduction, the main purpose of the model is to have a tool for
better understanding the process, and also to help operators in taking the appropriate
control decisions. The modelling approach we use is based on semi-physical or grey-
box modelling (see [3], [40]). The reasons for such an approach is that the physical
process is very complex and non-linear. In the previous chapter it was shown that only
a qualitative analysis of the effects of different inputs on curl and twist was found in
the literature. The influence of some inputs is not entirely understood, and, besides,
the process is strongly influenced by a number of unknown parameters and unmod-
eled/unmeasurable disturbances. Grey-box modelling has proved to be an efficient
method for modelling and estimation of complex industrial processes where the prior
knowledge is available but not complete, like in our case, and so it is the approach that
we decided to follow. In addition, Pettersson’s grey-box model of the bending stiffness
of the paperboard achieved impressive results, [40], and offers a flexible structure for
the modelling of different board properties such as curl and twist.

A different approach was taken in [10] where a neural networks model of curl was
developed with satisfactory results. This approach may also be taken into consider-
ation for future research, and in chapter 5 a qualitative comparison between the two
models is given.

In this chapter, we derive the main structure of the curl model by using physical
equations, and empirical relations derived from process knowledge and experience.
The model can be divided into sub-models as Fig. 3.1 shows. In section 3.2 a short
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Figure 3.1: Structure of the model. The sub-models are discussed in section
3.3.

introduction to semi-physical or grey box modelling is given, in section 3.3 the model
is presented and each of the sub-models is discussed in detail, and in section 3.4 the
identification procedure is described together with a method for robust estimation. In
the last part of the chapter, the model is validated and the results are commented. In
addition, a detailed summary of the model equations is presented at the end of the
chapter.

3.2 Grey box modelling

Making a mathematical model of a physical object, such as an industrial process,
involves a diversity of problems. Some of those have traditionally been the subject
of theoretical research and software development. System identification is the field of
engineering that addresses some of these problems, and is typically defined as follows:
Given a parametric class of models, find the member that fits given experimental data
with the minimum loss according to a given criterion, see [29].

However, there are different ways to approach the problem depending on the pur-
pose of the model, and at the same time there are different modelling methods. There
is a huge amount of literature on it, but in this thesis we will adopt the approach sug-
gested by Bohlin ([3]), and make a formal colour-coded distinction according to the
level of prior knowledge, i.e. white-box modelling, black-box modelling and grey-box
modelling.

Black box modelling: In this design approach the main idea is to obtain a suffi-
ciently general standard class of models that can cover a large variety of sys-
tems, without using their internal structure or a priori knowledge. The model
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is then developed on the available data alone, by estimating a certain number
of unknown parameters. The estimation is made by minimizing a certain loss
function. The latter is usually a sum of squared residuals, but various filtering
schemes may be used to suppress particular kind of data contamination. The
obtained models are typically linear 1 and stochastic, and they may bear little
resemblance with the real system.

White box modelling: In this design approach, models are built using a structure
as physical as possible. In this approach one neglects the effect of stochastic
variables, and assumes that the dominating cause of output variations is the
variation of the control inputs. Any unknown parameter, with a clear physical
meaning, is then estimated by optimizing a certain loss function similarly to the
black box case. This kind of models are typically non-linear and deterministic.
An example of this kind of approach is the Dymola model that is discussed in
Chapter 5.

Grey box modelling: White box modelling is often preferred to black box, because
the models and the parameters have a physical interpretation and by using a
priori information is usually possible to make the model more accurate. However,
there are some well-known obstacles to this kind of design method. For instance,
sometimes it is not possible to have the complete mathematical knowledge of
the process, or it can result in too complex a model to be possible to simulate
with the ease required for parameter fitting.

Grey-box modelling uses both the previous two philosophies. Partial physical
information about the system is then exploited in combination with stochastic
components in order to derive a model suitable for a certain purpose. An exam-
ple of grey-box modelling is Pettersson’s thesis, [40], where he used a stochas-
tic description of disturbances in combination with a non-linear deterministic
model.

The choice between the different model design approaches is ultimately based on the
model purpose, and on the a priori knowledge about the process. In practice, prior
knowledge may mean different things, and it may be difficult to translate it into an
accurate mathematical model. In fact, each method starts with assuming a model
class, and each class requires particular form of a priori knowledge.

3.3 Semi-physical Modelling

To describe the model, Fig. 2.1 can be used as a schematic overview of the process.
The board is composed of four layers, with two identical middle ones. Hence, as a
first approximation we consider the board as three-layered. There are six different

1Non-linear black box models, such as Neural Networks are also becoming more and more
common.
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pulp qualities, some of which are produced at Frövi, from various raw materials (birch
and pine), others are purchased like the CTMP (Chemo Thermo Mechanical Pulp).
Some of the pulp qualities are refined, including the reject pulp produced from rejected
board. It is well known in the literature that beating increases flexibility in the fibres
and so also their hygroexpansivity. However, in our case the refiners are controlled in
such a way that the different pulps have more or less a constant water retention value
(WRV). In this way, also the refining energies [KWatt/ton] are more or less constant
during the normal production. Since it was not possible to make experiments due to
high costs, the effects of the refining energies were not identifiable and they were not
included in the model.

Then, the pulp flows to the headboxes which spread it into the wire sections where
the first drying takes place. The distribution of the fibres in the wire is dependent on
many factors such as the suspension acceleration in the slice channel of the headbox,
the speed difference between the suspension and the wire, and turbulence on the wire
(see [36] for more details). Typically, in paper-making, fibre orientation is controlled
by means of the jet-to-wire speed difference. In KM5 the speed difference is measured
on-line for all the layers, so it was used together with the estimated tensile ratios to
model the fibre orientation.

After the wires, the four layers are pressed together in the press section and then
the board is fed to the drying section. According to the literature (see e.g. [43]), the
early stage of the drying have little influence on the hygroexpansivity properties of the
paper, so only the last group of cylinders is taken into consideration in the model. In
fact, the steam pressures of the last cylinders group is also used by the operators to
control the curl in MD direction.

After the drying section, steam is added to the top (and sometimes also to the
bottom) of the board which is then pressed together by two hot calenders. Then, the
top layer is coated by two coating devices. After each section, the top layer is dried
by infrared dryers, and by hot hoods. After the coating sections, the bottom layer
is wetted by a device called LAS. The amount of water added to the bottom layer is
decided by the operators, and it is used to control CD curl. The bottom layer is then
dried by infrared dryers and hot hoods. Finally, the board passes through the last
drying group, and another calender section.

As we mentioned in section 2.3.2, the top and bottom layers of the board undergo
different moisture cycles. Because of paper hysteresis effect shown in Fig. 2.4, the
resulting hygroexpansivity strains are in general different in the different layers and
this is considered one of the main cause of curl in the mill. The operators try to
control it by adding more or less water to the bottom layer through the LAS, that
is by changing the bottom layer moisture cycle. However, because of different pulp
compositions, fibre orientations, drying histories, and grades, this operation is very
complex, and curl remains a very difficult problem to solve. It is clear then, that the
effect of the hysteresis, Fig. 2.4, has to be considered in the model.
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The resulting model is a Multi-Input-Multi-Output, non-linear, static 2 model.
From correlation analysis on normal operating data, and from the physical knowledge
of the process, we decided to use the following inputs:

1 Estimated thicknesses of the three layers[m].

2 Estimated densities of the three layers [Kg/m3].

3 The tensile stiffness indexes of the three layers [Nm/Kg].

4 Pulp fractions [%].

5 Jet to wire speed ratios of the three layers.

6 Steam pressures of the last drying cylinders (Group 6-7) [KPa].

7 Estimated amounts of steam applied to the top and bottom layers before calendering
[Kg/m2].

8 Pressures of the three calendering sections [Pa].

9 Temperatures of the calendering sections [Celsius].

10 Total coating [Kg/m2].

11 Estimated amount of water added to the bottom layer by LAS [Kg/m2].

12 Speed of the machine at the wire and at the pope [m/min.]

13 Total tension of the paper web, measured as the total speed difference between
web rolls [%].

The final model can be divided into different parts, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The
main one is the mechanical model, which uses some basic results from the laminate
theory to estimate the resulting curvatures, K, of the board. The strain of the different
layers is calculated in the strain model, which takes as input the estimated moisture
contents of the layers, the hygroexpansivity coefficients, the fibre orientation, and
the hysteresis effect due to the moisture cycles. Next, each section of the model is
explained separately.

3.3.1 Fibre Orientation

As we have seen in section 2.3.4, fibre orientation angle is generated by hydrodynamical
forces in the headbox-wire part of the paper machine. In particular, the jet-to-wire
speed difference is known to strongly affect the fibre angle, and it is used by the
operators to control it.

The fibre angle, φi, is modelled in the following way:

φi = fv,iθ
′

φ,iUφ,i = fv,i[θφ,i(1)Uφ,i(1) + θφ,i(2)Uφ,i(2)] [rad] (3.1)

2All the measurement are synchronized in the Info system, and so the dynamics are not
included in the model.
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where the index i refers to the layer, θφ,i is a 2x1 vector of parameters to be identified,
and Uφ,i is a vector of inputs correlated with the fibre angle, that is the MD/CD
ratio of elastic moduli, and the bending of the headboxes lips. The non-linear function
fv is introduced in this work to model the relationship between the jet-to-wire speed
difference, vjw [m/sec], and the orientation angle, φ, shown in Fig. 2.10. The function
fv is described by the following set of equations:

fv(vjw, θf ) = θf
1 tan−1[θf

2 (vjw − θf
3 )] (3.2)

where θf is a 3x1 vector of parameters to be identified.
The orientation angle is also called the misalignment angle, since it is the angle

between the MD direction and the actual symmetry axis of the fibre distribution, see
Fig. 2.9. In conventional material, physical properties does not change with reference
coordinates. However, the properties of the board layers are not isotropic because of
the anisotropy of fibre distribution. Therefore the in-plane mechanical properties of
paper are rotated from the MD-CD coordinates by the misalignment angle, φ. The
relation between the physical properties in two coordinate systems is given by the
following transformation matrix, see [47]:

Jφ,i =





cos2 φi sin2φi −2cosφisinφi

sin2φi cos2φi 2cosφisinφi

sinφicosφi −cosφisinφi cos2φi − sin2φi



 (3.3)

where i relates to the layer, and φ is the fibre or misalignment angle.

3.3.2 Hygroexpansivity Coefficients

In this work, the hygroexpansivity coefficients, β [-], are supposed to be independent
of the moisture cycles because we are modelling paperboard at low moisture content,
see section 2.3.1 and Fig. 2.4.

In general, the hygroexpansivity coefficients are determined by structural and me-
chanical properties of the fibres, and of the fibre network, see [48]. A detailed modelling
of such properties would be very complex, and beyond the purpose of this work. We
want instead to employ a simple model, and verify its reliability with respect to curl
predictions. Hence, a simple quasi-linear model was used:

βi =





βMD,i

βCD,i

βTW,i



 = Jφ,iθ
′

β,iUβ,i = Jφ,i





θβ,i(1) + θβ,i(2)Uβ,i(2) + θβ,i(3)Uβ,i(3)
θβ,i(4) + θβ,i(5)Uβ,i(2) + θβ,i(6)Uβ,i(3)
θβ,i(7) + θβ,i(8)Uβ,i(2) + θβ,i(9)Uβ,i(3)



 [−]

(3.4)
where the indices i relates to the layer (top, middle, bottom), θβ,i is a 3x3 matrix
of parameters to be identified, and Jφ,i is the coordinate rotation matrix defined in
(3.3). The vector Uβ is composed of inputs correlated to hygroexpansivity, that is the
estimated layer density, total estimated drying straining, and a constant term.
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Equation (3.4) has a simple physical interpretation. First, a simple linear model,
i.e. θ′

i,βUβ,i, is used to estimate the hygroexpansivity coefficients along the fibre
orientation symmetry axes, see Fig. 2.9. Then, they are projected into the main
MD-CD axis by using the transformation matrix Jφ,i.

3.3.3 Moisture Model

Since the moisture model is slightly more involving, a detailed description of it is
given in Appendix B where a linear model for the moisture content of the layers
is developed using the concept of pulp moisture capacity, κk. κk is defined as the
capacity of retaining moisture by the pulp Pk, that is κk = [Kg Water]/[Kg dry Pk].
The moisture capacity, κk, is modelled as a linear function of the basis weight [Kg/m2]
of each layer. The reason comes from the simple intuition that the space for water to
be absorbed by the board decreases as the basis weight increases.

In particular we are interested to identify the κs relatively to the carton laboratory
controlled conditions: 50% relative humidity and 25 degrees Celsius. The values of
the parameters, their standard deviations and a description of the model are given in
Appendix B.

The moisture of each layer, Hi, is then modelled as a linear combination of the
pulp fractions in the ith-layer multiplied by the moisture capacity:

Hi =
∑

k

κkfi,k (i=top,mid,bot) (3.5)

where Hi is the moisture content of the ith-layer and fi,k is the fraction of pulp Pk in
the layer.

3.3.4 Strain Model and Internal Stresses

The final strain, ε, was modelled by the following equation:

εi =





εi,MD

εi,CD

εi,TW



 = ε0i + βiHi [−] (3.6)

where the index i relates to the layer, β is the hygroexpansivity coefficient calculated
by (3.4), Hi is the moisture of layer i calculated by (3.5), and ε0

i is a bias term. The
second term in the right side of the previous equation is the classical hygroexpansivity
strain. The bias term, ε0i , is introduced in this work to take into account the effect of
internal stresses developed during the paper-making process. A similar approach was
taken also by Uesaka in [50] where he modelled the residual stresses by introducing a
stressed state in his elaborate constitutive model.

In this work the internal stresses developed in the middle layer, σ0
mid, are supposed

to be negligible compared to those developed in the outer layers. The reason comes
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from the fact that the outer layers are much more affected by the drying stresses than
the middle layer. For instance, the water applied to the top and bottom layer during
coating, is quickly dried away by the infrared dryers, and only a small amount of it
penetrates into the middle layer. So, the internal stresses of the middle layer, and
hence the bias term ε0mid, are assumed to be zero.

The internal stresses, σ0
i , developed in the top and bottom layers were modelled

in the following way:

σ0

i =





σ0
MD,i

σ0
CD,i

σ0
TW,i



 = Jφ,i







θσ,i(1) + θσ,i(2)eθ′

σ,i(3:5)Uσ,i

θσ,i(6) + θσ,i(7)eθ′

σ,i(8:10)Uσ,i

θσ,i(11)






[N/m2] (3.7)

where the indices i relates to the layer (i.e. top and bottom), θσ,i is a vector of
parameters to be identified, and Uσ,i is a vector of inputs that are supposed to develop
internal stresses in the ith-layer, causing the irreversible shrinkage, such as the water
added in end-use operations (i.e. coating, LAS,..), the drying temperatures, the draw,
and the three calenders pressures and temperatures. The internal stresses, σ0, generate
a force and a momentum that in last analysis will produce the irreversible shrinkage
(i.e. ε0). In appendix A, a more detailed description of these stress-strain relationships
is given.

The internal stresses, σ0, are supposed to take into consideration also the effect
of the hysteresis due to moisture cycles in the dry-end part of the paper machine. In
fact, in Fig. 2.4 the shrinkage, which in this framework is modelled by ε0, seems to be
exponentially decaying after each moisture cycle. In this work we assumed that the
irreversible shrinkage depends only on the total amount of water added, and not on
the amount of water at each moisture cycle.

3.3.5 Mechanical Model

In the last few years some research efforts has been carried out about the problem of
board dimensional stability in the framework of laminate theory. L. Carlsson, see [7],
proposed in 1981 an equation for predicting the curl of multi-ply paperboard subjected
to a variable environment. His analysis was based on classical laminate theory, and
the results were satisfactory, at least for small moisture variations.

More recently, Nordström, see [38], and Lu, see [28], analyzed the curl response
under moisture variations by employing finite element models built using laminate
theory where non-linear kinematics were also included. In fact, it was found by Nord-
ström that the analysis of curl behaviour of actual papers requires incorporation of
non-linear kinematics. The reason for a more complicated model was the fact that the
deflection of curled papers may be several times larger than the paper thickness. These
deflections would cause geometrically non-linear behaviour of the sheet. In order to
consider geometrically non-linearity and to accurately model the in-plane strains of
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a panel undergoing large displacements, higher order non-linear strain-displacements
relations than in Carlsson’s equations had to be employed.

In this work, after a brief analysis of the different models we came to the conclusion
that Carlsson’s approach was the most suitable for our purposes, at least in the first
stage of the project. In fact, the model proposed by Nordström, see [38] and [28],
demands the on-line solution of a complicated set of partial differential equations
which does not have an explicit solution. Instead, Carlsson’s model is rather simple
to implement on-line, see Appendix A.

Since paper has non-uniform structures in the thickness direction, such as vari-
ations of mass density, fibre orientation and fibre composition, in this work we will
consider paper as a composite laminate which consists of an arbitrary number of lam-
inae with different anisotropic, mechanical, hygrotermal properties. Since our major
interest is curl, the mechanical and hygroexpansive properties in each ply are assumed
to be independent of the spatial coordinates x and y.

The mechanical model based on Carlsson’s paper is described in detail in Appendix
A. Despite its simplicity, the model agreed satisfactory with the data for moderate
rotations, and low moisture content (between 40 and 50 % RH). The main assumption
in Carlsson’s analysis, is that each ply is considered as an homogeneous elastic medium.
In reality, paper is a viscoelastic material and the mechanical properties of the board
layers are not constant along the different direction. However, in this model we take
into consideration only the middle part of the web which usually has a better formation
and undergoes less drying stresses than the edges of the web. So, the assumption of
considering the physical properties of each layer constant along the different directions
is a reasonable approximation. Besides, since we only consider moderate values of
the curl, mostly in [-1.5, 1.5 m−1], we also assume that the linear model is accurate
enough, and we neglect the non-linear behavior of the sheet described in [38].

The mechanical model takes as inputs the strains of the three layers, their thick-
ness, the densities and their elastic moduli. The latter ones are calculated using Pet-
terson’s bending stiffness predictor [40]. The outputs of the model are the curvatures,
K [m−1], in the MD, CD, and shear(twist) directions.

3.4 Parameter Identification

The resulting model has about 75 parameters which can be identified by using predictor
error methods (see [29]). Using Ljung’s notation, the model can be written as an output
error model:

y(t) = G(u(t), θ) + e(t) (3.8)

where y(t) is the vector of curvatures, u(t) is the vector of inputs, G(u(t), θ) is the
nonlinear function describing the model, θ is the vector of parameters, and e(t) is the
error, which is assumed to be white noise with covariance matrix Λ0. We define the
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residuals, or predictor errors as:

εj(l) = yj(l) − ŷj(l) (3.9)

where the index j relates to the direction (CD, MD, Twist), yj(l) is the measured
curvature during the l:th sampling time, and ŷj(l) is the predicted value.

The parameters estimation was done by first introducing the following loss func-
tion, see [40] and [29]:

VN (θ, ZN ) =
1

N

N
∑

l=1

[

ε2
CD(l)

λCD

+
ε2
MD(l)

λMD

+
ε2
TW(l)

λTW

]

(3.10)

where N is the number of samples, ZN is the input-output data, and λj are weights
used to normalize the square predictor errors. Then, the estimated parameter vector,
θ̂N , is defined as the value of θ that minimizes (3.10):

θ̂N = argmin
θ

VN (θ, ZN ) (3.11)

It is well known that if the measurements are contaminated with outliers 3 the
estimate θ̂N can become very bad. To overcome this problem, one has to use some
kind of robust estimation method. Following the example of Petterson [40], we decided
to use the method of least trimmed squares (LTS), which in terms of outlier robustness
proved to be superior to most other methods. The loss function (3.10) is then replaced
by the following:

VN (θ, ZN ) =
1

M

M
∑

l=1

[

ε2
CD(l : N)

λCD

+
ε2
MD(l : N)

λMD

+
ε2
TW(l : N)

λTW

]

(3.12)

where M < N and each vector of prediction errors is re-arranged according to its
squared value, i.e. ε2

MD(1 : N) ≤ ε2
MD(2 : N) ≤ ... ≤ ε2

MD(N : N). In this way the
LTS method neglects the N −M largest residuals, i.e. those coming from the eventual
outliers. Rousseeuw and Leroy, see [41], proved that the estimate θ̂N with the LTS
method converges with the same rate as the ordinary least square methods. In our
case after a few simulations, M was set equal to 20, i.e. approximately 2% of N .

To avoid overfitting, that is the use of an excessive number of parameters, the
final prediction error (FPE) criterion was employed, and the loss function (3.12) was
further modified in the following way:

WN (θ, ZN ) = VN (θ, ZN )
1 + n/N

1 − n/N
(3.13)

3Outliers by definition are atypical observations. They are usually due to measurements
errors or other anomalies which should not be modelled.
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where n is the number of used parameters. The new loss function WN is then used in
(3.11) instead of VN . In this way, a new parameter is included in the model only if it
brings about a significant decrease in the minimal value of VN .

In order to evaluate the quality of the estimated parameters their standard devi-
ations were also calculated. Given the estimated vector θ̂N which minimizes the loss
function VN (θ, ZN ) in (3.12), the covariance matrix is given by:

Cov(θ̂N ) ' 1

N
Pθ (3.14)

where Pθ for a finite number of data can be approximated by:

P̂N =
[ 1

N

N
∑

k=1

∂ε(k)

∂θ
Λ−1 ∂ε(k)T

∂θ

]

−1

(3.15)

where Λ = diag(λj) = Λ0. If Λ 6= Λ0, the expression for P̂N becomes more complicated
(see Ljung [29]).

In (3.15), the term between square parenthesis is an approximation of the Hes-
sian matrix of VN . Successful minimization is only possible when the Hessian is well
conditioned, that is when the ratio of the highest to the lowest eigenvalues is not too
high. When it is, only a subset of the parameter vector θ can reliably be estimated.
Unfortunately, in our case the Hessian is ill conditioned. In this case, some of the
parameters have to be fixed to their nominal value, and the previous optimization
routine can be used to estimate the remaining parameters. A possible method to se-
lect which parameters to fix is described in [22]. In our case after a first run of the
identification routine, we decided to fix to their initial values all the parameters that
had standard deviations larger than their values, and the remaining parameters were
identified again. After a few runs of the optimization routine, only 34 parameters had
consistent values.

This ill-conditioned problem is caused by the fact that the identification set is not
rich enough (i.e. informative enough) for the identification of all the parameters in a
reliable way. In fact, as we stated in section 2.2, the paper machine is always driven
with more or less the same settings, and no experiments were conducted.

For the parameters estimation, we used about 1100 samples collected during the
production periods from October to December 2001. The minimization of the func-
tion (3.13) was made using the command lsqnonlin from the Optimization Toolbox
in Matlab. This function uses the Levenberg-Marquard method to compute the op-
timal value. This algorithm uses a search direction which is a cross between the
Gauss-Newton direction and the steepest descent and it is described in [39]. The loss
function (3.13) is non-linear in the parameters, and it is not convex. So, it is not
guaranteed that the function lsqnonlin finds the global minimum. However, the min-
imization was repeated for different initial conditions, and also an elliptical random
search algorithm, see Appendix D, was employed to verify if the obtained value of the
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Figure 3.2: Machine direction curl: identification set (on the left), and validation
set (on the right).
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Figure 3.3: Cross machine curl: identification set (on the left), and validation
set (on the right).

parameters vector was the optimal. The values of the remaining 34 parameters and
their standard deviations are shown in Tab. 3.2.
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Figure 3.4: Twist or shear curl: identification set (on the left), and validation
set (on the right).

3.5 Results of the identification

Once a model is identified, a general criterion to verify it is by simulating it using a
set of data different from the one used for the identification. This procedure is called
validation, and it is a test to verify that a model satisfies its purpose.

The simulated curvatures with the estimated parameters are shown in Fig. 3.2,
3.3, and 3.4 (figures on the left). For the validation we used a set of data collected
in a period between late February and April 2002, that is three month older than the
identification data. The simulations are shown in Fig. 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 (figures on the
right).

The results of the simulations show that there is a general agreement between the
model and the measurement. In fact, the model is most of the time able to capture
the “average” value, or low frequency variations, of all three curvatures. However,
the simulations of the validation set show that the predicted values have a bias. In
addition, the predictions have very large errors in some period of time for both the
identification and validation sets. A possible reason may be the fact that the model
does not include all the significant input variables that influence the dimensional sta-
bility of the carton board. Another possible reason may be that the linear mechanical
model (Appendix A) is not accurate enough, and a more complex one, as suggested
by Nordström in [38], should be considered.

We also analyzed the autocorrelation of the residuals. In the identification data
set, they resulted uncorrelated and with approximately zero mean (i.e. white noise),
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Figure 3.5: MD (on the left) and CD (on the right) curl: simulation of the first
set of data using parameters estimated with the second set.

and they were also independent from the past inputs. This is what we were expecting
from the optimization procedure. In the validation data set, instead, the residuals are
not white, and the correlation analysis showed dependence with some of the inputs.
A common interpretation of this fact is that the correlated inputs contain a certain
amount of information that was not exploited in the model.

In order to study the time variations of the parameters, we cross-validated the
model. That is, using the two data sets from the identification and validation, we
identified two sets of parameters using the same model structure. Then, we simulated
each model on the other data set and studied the prediction errors. The differences
between the two sets of parameters are very large, between 1-70% for most parameters,
and a couple of them changed more than 100%. The results of the simulations for the
MD and CD curl are shown in Fig. 3.5. The strong time-dependence of the parameters
is probably the cause of the bias shown in the simulations.

In order to evaluate the model more carefully, the standard deviations of the
residuals were computed. Ideally, they should be as close as possible to the standard
deviations of the measurements, which are calculated in Appendix C, and shown in
Tab. 3.1. Clearly, the standard deviations are rather larger than the measurements
standard deviations, even in the case of the identification set of data.

Consider the following “dumb” predictor:

ŷ(k) = y(k − 1) (3.16)

where ŷ(k) is the predicted output during the k:th sampling interval, and y(k − 1)
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m−1 Id data: Std of
resid.

Val. data: Std
of res

Std of meas. Std of dumb
pred.

CD Curl 0.648 0.947 0.29 0.692
MD Curl 0.270 0.387 0.15 0.350

Twist 0.459 0.691 0.27 0.659

Table 3.1: Standard deviations of the measurements, of the residuals, and of
the dumb predictor.

is the preceding measurement. Basically, this simple predictor assumes that the next
value of the output is equal to the present value. This is actually the best assumption
we can do if we do not have any further information about the process. The standard
deviation of the predictor errors of the dumb predictor are also shown in Tab. 3.1.
Not surprisingly, the dumb predictor achieves better performance, i.e. lower standard
deviation, than the model (3.8) in the validation case. This is due to the fact that the
estimated curvatures have a large bias in some time interval.

3.6 Conclusion and a few remarks

A semi-physical model of paperboard dimensional stability was derived. The param-
eters of the resulting model were estimated together with their standard deviations.
The model was also validated using an independent set of data, three months older
than the identification set. Besides, the time-dependence of the identified parameters
was analyzed by cross-validating the model.

From the previous analysis, we can then draw a few remarks on the model:

+ The model is able to track the main curvature variations in both the identifica-
tion and validation case. However, in the validation case, the predicted values
have a large bias in some time periods.

+ The sub-models give estimated values that are reasonable from a physical point
of view. For instance, the estimated hygroexpansivity coefficients are in the
interval [10−3, 10−2] which approximately corresponds to laboratory measure-
ment.

- The cross validation showed that the parameters are strongly time-varying. This
was also indicated by the large standard deviations of some of the parameters.

- Some parameters could not be estimated, and had to be given fixed values. For
instance, the influence of different qualities of pulp on the hygroexpansivity was
not identifiable.

- A lot of time was spent in the identification procedure. The semi-physical model
is rather complicated and non-linear, and a large number of input-output data
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are necessary for the estimation of the unknown parameters. So, the optimiza-
tion routine was computationally pretty heavy.

A possible reason for the large time dependence of some of the parameters may be
a wrong modelling of some of the sub-models. We have also to take into consideration
the fact that some of the used inputs may have large errors, due to wrong bias or aging
of the sensors. For example the amount of steam before calendering is only roughly
estimated.

Clearly, the model has to be improved in order to be used in an effective way by
the operators. Even though a general agreement between the predicted curvatures and
the measurements is achieved, the standard deviation of the prediction errors is too
high for practical operations. However, the model can already be used as a tool for a
better understanding of the process. For instance, the influence of some inputs can be
studied by simulating the model for different board qualities.

3.7 Summary of the model

In this section we summarize all the equations of the model.

• Fibre orientation angle model The fibre orientation angle, φ, was modelled
by:

φi = fv,iθ
′

φ,iUφ,i [rad]

where i = (top, middle, bottom) and Uiφ is defined as:

Uiφ =

[

Headbox lips curvature [m]
MD/CD elastic moduli ratio [-]

]

and the nonlinear function fv,i is defined by:

fv(vjw, θf ) = θf
1 tan−1[θf

2 (vjw − θf
3 )]

where vjw is the jet to wire speed difference.

• Hygroexpansivity coefficient model The hygroexpansivity coefficients, β,
were modelled by:

βi =





βi,MD

βi,CD

βi,TW



 = Jiφθ′

βi
Uβi

[−]

where i = (top, middle, bottom) and Ui,β is defined as:

Ui,β =





Layer density [kg/m3]
Total straining [%]
1,i.e. bias term [-]
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• Moisture model: The moisture of each layer is modelled as:

Hi =
∑

k

κkfi,k [%]

where i = (top, middle, bottom), κk is the moisture capacity of the kth-pulp
(see Appendix B), fi,k is the kth-pulp fraction in the ith-layer.

• Strain model The strain, ε, was modelled by:

εi = ε0i + βiHi [−]

where ε0i is the internal strain, caused by the internal stresses:

σ0

i =





σ0
MD,i

σ0
CD,i

σ0
TW,i



 = Jφ,i







θσ,i(1) + θσ,i(2)eθ′

σ,i(3:5)Uσ,i

θσ,i(6) + θσ,i(7)eθ′

σ,i(8:10)Uσ,i

θσ,i(11)






[N/m2]

where i = (top, bottom) and Uσ,i is defined as:

Uσ,top =









Total amount of steam before calendering [Kg/m2]
Calenders load [Pa]
Calenders temperature [C]
Total amount of water from coating [Kg/m2]









Uσ,bot =





Steam pressure bias in drying cylinders [Pa]
Total amount of steam before calendering [Kg/m2]
Total amount of water from LAS [Kg/m2]





• Mechanical model: The curvatures, K, were estimated by:

K =





KMD

KCD

KTW



 = [−BA−1B + D]−1(G − BA−1F )

where the matrices A, B, D, F, and G are defined in Appendix A.
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Param. Estim. Std Param. Estim. Std
θβ(1) -1.19e-4 2.62e-5 θσ(5) -1.38e-2 1.19e-3
θβ(2) -2.04e-4 3.56e-5 θσ(6) -7.84e+0 3.93e+0
θβ(3) 5.15e-5 1.03e-5 θσ(7) -8.94e-2 1.97e-2
θβ(4) -9.19e-5 2.96e-5 θσ(8) -1.08e+0 3.65e-1
θβ(5) 9.70e-2 2.77e-2 θσ(9) -2.92e-1 2.56-1
θβ(6) -1.03e-2 1.26e-3 θσ(10) 4.16e3 2.21e-4
θβ(7) 2.53e-2 6.70e-3 θσ(11) -3.82e+0 7.16e-1
θβ(8) 1.10e-1 2.35e-2 θσ(12) -9.30e-1 3.10e-1
θβ(9) -3.42e-2 7.84e-3 θσ(13) 1.03e+1 4.91e+0
θβ(10) 7.46e-2 2.19e-2 θφ(1) 8.10e-2 4.82e-2
θβ(11) 6.93e-3 9.87e-4 θφ(2) -1.11e+0 2.79e-1
θβ(12) -5.68e-2 2.22e-2 θφ(3) -1.64e+0 4.50e-1
θβ(13) -4.51e-2 3.22e-3 θφ(4) 2.36e-1 8.59e-2
θβ(14) 8.75e-6 7.14e-6 θφ(5) 8.85e-1 1.91e-1
θσ(1) -1.06e-2 1.15e-3 θφ(6) -4.41e-2 4.53e-3
θσ(2) -2.02e-3 8.46e-4
θσ(3) -1.04e-2 1.34e-3
θσ(4) -3.45e-3 1.49e-3

Table 3.2: Estimated parameters and standard deviations



Chapter 4

Modelling of disturbances

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we derived a deterministic model of the curl, based on a semi-
physical approach, and on input-output data. The only disturbance we considered
was the process noise, see (3.8), which was considered to be white noise. Of course, in
such a complex environment like the paper machine, this is not a realistic description
of the disturbances acting on the process. Like Pettersson in his thesis [40], we believe
we have to take into account the following kinds of disturbances:

Unmodelled Inputs: Not all the process variables believed to influence curl have
been included in the model. Some of them were not identifiable like the re-
fining energy, other were not measured, or the measurements were unreliable,
like the temperatures of the board in the coating section. Besides, the manu-
facturing process is always subject to many kinds of external disturbances such
as variations in environmental conditions and malfunctioning of some minor
components, which may or may not influence the final curl.

Parameter Uncertainty: We saw in the previous chapter that some of the parame-
ters have very large standard deviations, and a few of them could not be identi-
fied because of the poor excitation of some inputs. Besides, the cross validation
showed a strong time dependence of the parameters, and in general the proper-
ties of the pulp are also time varying.

Input Uncertainty: All our inputs are of course subjected to measurement errors.
Some sensors are known to be very accurate, while others need to be calibrated
on a regular basis to avoid drift. Besides, calibration is also a source of errors
since it gives fast changes in the measured value while the true process may not
change at all.
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Modelling Errors: The model is based on simplification of the real process. For
example our main assumptions consider each ply homogeneous and elastic, and
the value of curl moderate. Clearly, these are only rough approximations which
will always introduce modelling errors.

The very essence of grey-box modelling is the idea of using all the available mea-
surements to estimate what the white-box part of the model was not able to capture
in the process, that is the stochastic variables described previously. In this thesis, this
is done by considering the disturbances as states in a dynamical system, and by esti-
mating them using standard techniques in nonlinear estimation such as the extended
Kalman filter.

The chapter is organized as follows: in next section the extended Kalman filter
(EKF) is introduced, in section 4.3 the disturbance modelling is explained, and in the
last part of the chapter the results and discussion are given.

4.2 Non-linear filtering

Let us suppose that our process is governed by the following non-linear stochastic
difference equations:

{

xk+1 = f(xk, uk, wk)
yk = l(xk, vk)

(4.1)

where xk represents the unobserved state of the system, yk is the observed signal, uk is
the input signal, wk is the process noise, and vk is the measurement noise. The noises
wk and vk are supposed to be mutually independent and have normal probability
distributions with covariance matrices Q and R, respectively. f and l are general
non-linear functions.

Let us indicate with x̂k+1 the a posteriori estimate of the state xk+1, with x̂−

k+1

the a priori estimate of the state xk+1. With the previous notation, let us introduce
the following quantities:

A[i,j] =
∂f[i]

∂x[j]
(x̂k, uk, 0) Jacobian of f with respect to x

W[i,j] =
∂f[i]

∂w[j]

(x̂k, uk, 0) Jacobian of f with respect to w

L[i,j] =
∂l[i]
∂x[j]

(x̂k, 0) Jacobian of l with respect to x

V[i,j] =
∂l[i]
∂v[j]

(x̂k, 0) Jacobian of l with respect to w
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We can write new governing equations that linearize the system in (4.1):

{

xk+1 ≈ x̂−

k+1 + A(xk − x̂k) + Wwk

yk ≈ ŷ−

k + L(xk − x̃−

k ) + V vk
(4.2)

where x̂−

k+1 = f(x̂k, uk, 0) and ŷ−

k = l(x̂k, 0).

Then, the set of extended Kalman filter equations is given by:

Time update equations :

{

x̂−

k = f(x̂k−1, uk−1, 0)
Π−

k = AkΠk−1A
T
k + WkQk−1W

T
k

(4.3)

Measurement update equations :

{ Kk = Π−

k LT
k (LkΠ−

k LT
k + VkRkV T

k )−1

x̂k = x̂−

k + Kk(zyk − l(x̂−

k , 0))
Πk = (I − KkLk)Π−

k

(4.4)

where Ak, and Wk are the process Jacobians at step k, Lk and Vk are the mea-
surements Jacobians at step k, Qk is the process noise covariance at step k, and Rk is
the measurement noise covariance at step k. The initial value of the error covariance
matrix Πk, called Π0, has to be chosen by the designer and it usually depends on the
uncertainty in the initial estimate x̂0.

The main pitfall of the extended Kalman filter is to be found in the lineariza-
tion in (4.2). The problem consists in calculating the statistics of a random variable
which has undergone a non-linear transformation. In the EKF the state distribution
is approximated by a gaussian random variable which is then propagated through the
first order linearization of the non-linear system. However, in some applications this
linearization is too crude, and it can introduce large errors in the true posterior mean
and covariance of the transformed random variable, which may lead to sub-optimal
performance of the filter. This flaw is corrected in the unscented Kalman filter (UKF)
by Julier and Uhlmann, see [25], who used a more sophisticated method (i.e. the un-
scented transformation) to estimate the posterior mean and covariance of the random
variable accurately to the 3rd order for any non-linearity.

The UKF method was used by Pettersson in his thesis, [40], to estimate the stochas-
tic disturbances, but a subsequent comparison did not show any improvements over
the traditional EKF. We also did not find any substantial improvement in the estima-
tion with the UKF, and so in this thesis we use the EKF algorithm described in (4.3)
and (4.4).
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4.3 Modelling of stochastic disturbances

The main idea in this section is to introduce disturbances acting on the structural
properties of the board in such a way that they can be estimated from data. The
reason is that by using process knowledge and available measurements we can get
more accurate estimation of the plies properties, and hence improve the predictions.

One way to specify the disturbances would be to add noise to all the states. How-
ever, that may be redundant and inefficient. Therefore, as suggested by the grey-box
philosophy, a priori knowledge of where disturbances sources may appear should be
used in specifying the disturbance model. Of course, we cannot be sure a priori of
which sources are worth including in the model, and the selection of the most suitable
disturbance model is also a trial and error procedure.

Turning to the curl model developed in the previous chapter, possible sources of
disturbance are the parts of the model which are most uncertain, and those ones that
may include unmodelled inputs.

There are also different ways of modelling the stochastic disturbances. For in-
stance, in his thesis on modelling a continuous digester, see [13], Funkquist used model
structures where disturbances enter additively in the inputs. Input flows were sup-
posed to be subjected to a stochastic drift, vi(t), described by the following state-space
representation:

{

ẋv
i (t) = xv

i (0) +
∫ t

0
dβi(t) i = 1, ..., m

vi(t) = λix
v
i (t)

(4.5)

where βi(t) is a normalized Brownian motion process, λi are unknown standard devi-
ations to be identified, and m is the number of disturbances.

We preferred, instead, to follow the approach taken by Pettersson. The distur-
bances, xi, are thus modelled as multiplicative exponential factors acting on the ply
properties. The factors e−x(k) are used because they are always positive. The variables
{x(k)} are modelled as random walk processes, see Ljung [29]:

xi(k + 1) = xi(k) + ξi(k) i ∈ [1,...,m] (4.6)

where ξi(k) is a sequence of normally distributed scalar variables, with zero mean and
covariance rξi

. This is a typical way of describing slowly varying variables, and the
value of the covariance rξi

describes how fast xi is expected to vary.
To incorporate stochastic disturbances in the semi-physical model derived in the

previous chapter, we re-write some of the equations of the model, and we use the
superscript d to indicate the “disturbed” ply properties.

Simulations showed that the most important variables for curl and twist are the
hygroexpansivity coefficients, β, and the internal stresses, σ0

i . These variables are also
very “uncertain”, in the sense that they are affected by many unmodelled/unknown
disturbances. Moreover, their estimation is based on relatively simple models, which
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may cause large prediction errors. It seemed then very natural to improve their es-
timation by using the disturbance model. After a trial and error procedure to test
where to include or exclude disturbances, we came to the disturbance model described
next.

We start then to re-write equation (3.4) for the hygroexpansivity coefficients in
the following way:

βi

d(k) =





βd
i,MD(k)

βd
i,CD(k)

βd
i,TW(k)



 =





βi,MD(k)e−xi,1(k)

βi,CD(k)e−xi,2(k)

βi,TW(k)e−xi,3(k)



 (i=top,bottom) [−] (4.7)

at step k. Note that only the top and bottom layers are considered, since they have
much stronger influence on dimensional stability than the middle layer.

Next, we introduce disturbances acting on the internal stresses, σ0

i in (3.7), in a
similar way as before:

σ0,d

i
(k) =







σ0,d
i, MD

(k)

σ0,d
i, CD

(k)

σ0,d
i, TW

(k)






=





σ0
i, MD(k)

σ0
i, CD(k)

σ0
i, TW(k)



 e−xi(k) (i=top, middle, bottom) [N/m2]

(4.8)
at step k. The index i relates to the ply. In this case it seemed enough to use only
one exponential factor for each ply.

We also introduce disturbances acting on the curl, K, in the following way:

K
d(k) =





Kd
MD(k)

Kd
CD(k)

Kd
TW(k)



 =





KMD(k)e−x10(k)

KCD(k)e−x11(k)

KTW(k)e−x12(k)



 [m−1] (4.9)

at step k.

The overall model can be re-written in the following form:

{

x(k + 1) = f(x(k), u(k), ξ(k) = x(k) + ξ(k)
y(k) = l(x(k), u(k), v(k)) = l(x(k), u(k)) + v(k)

(4.10)

where:

x = [x1, ..., x12]

ξ = [ξ1, ..., ξ12]

y = [KMD, KCD, KTW]T

u = [ρ, β, s0, φ, z, ...]T

v = [vMD, vCD, vTW]T
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Figure 4.1: Block diagram for the estimation

and l is the non-linear function describing the process, derived in the previous chapter
and in (4.7)-(4.9). The noise processes ξ(k) and v(k) have covariance matrices:

Q = E{ξ(k)ξ(k)T } = diag[rξ1 , ..., rξ12 ] (4.11)

R = E{v(k)v(k)T } = diag[rMD, rCD, rTW] (4.12)

Equation (4.10) can easily be re-written in the form of (4.1) so that the extended
Kalman filter algorithm described in section 4.2 can be applied.

In conclusion, the disturbances {xi(k)} are the states in the system described by
the equations (4.10), and the observed output are the curl measurements y(k). The
extended Kalman filter takes as inputs the measurements y(k) and the predictions
ŷ(k) and gives as output the a priori estimate of the disturbances, x̂−(k + 1). The
latter one is then fed to the model, together with the physical inputs, u, in order to
get the next prediction ŷ−(k + 1). A block diagram of the model is shown in Fig. 4.1.

4.4 Simulations

In this section we simulate the stochastic model with the extended Kalman filter for
estimation of the disturbances. The set of data used in the previous chapter for the
validation is simulated again for comparison.
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Pred. errors Mean Std
εMD [m−1] 4.22 · 10−3 0.261
εCD [m−1] 1.50 · 10−2 0.481
εTW [m−1] 1.00 · 10−2 0.486

Table 4.1: Mean and standard deviation of the prediction errors from the
stochastic model on the validation data.

In order to apply the extended Kalman filter given in (4.3) and (4.4), we need to
assign initial values to the vector of estimated state, x̂(0), and to the error covariance
matrix Π0. A natural choice for x̂(0) is:

x̂(0) = 0 (4.13)

since the disturbances are supposed to have zero mean. Regarding the error covariance
matrix Π0, after some simulations we found that a reasonable value is:

Π0 = I12×12 · 0.07 (4.14)

We also need to estimate the process disturbance covariance matrix Q = E{ξ(k)ξ(k)T },
and the process noise covariance matrix R = E{v(k)v(k)T }. After some simulations
we decided to use the following values:

Q = 1 · 10−2I12×12 and R = diag[0.22, 0.62, 0.52] (4.15)

The prediction errors of the validation data simulated with the EKF model are
defined by:

εMD(k) = yMD(k) − ŷMD(k) (4.16)

εCD(k) = yCD(k) − ŷCD(k) (4.17)

εTW(k) = yMD(k) − ŷTW (k) (4.18)

and their mean and standard deviations are given in tab. 4.1. By comparing them with
the results of the previous chapter, see tab. 3.1, we notice a significant improvement:
the prediction errors of the model (4.10) have a standard deviation 25-30% lower than
the dumb predictor.

The simulations of the validation set are shown in Fig. 4.2, and 4.3. In Fig. 4.4
and 4.5 the disturbances {xi} are plotted together with the standard deviations of
the (state) estimation errors, that is the square roots of the diagonal element of the
covariance matrix Πk.
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Figure 4.2: Predicted (solid line) and measured (+) MD curl and twist.
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Figure 4.3: Predicted (solid line) and measured (+) cross direction curl.
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4.5 Conclusion and discussion

In this chapter we derived a model for the disturbances acting on the ply properties.
The grey-box approach has facilitated the quantification of some disturbance sources
in the process. These disturbances were modelled as states of a dynamical system and
estimated by an extended Kalman filter.

The main conclusions to be drawn from this chapter are:

+ The prediction errors of the stochastic model are much smaller than those ones
of the deterministic model derived in the previous chapter. The reason is the
fact that the new variables {xi} take care of the strong time dependence of the
parameters.

- The disturbances {xi} have large values, and this means that they have a large
influence over the deterministic part of the model.

- The prediction errors are still too large to use the model for control purposes.

The strong time dependence of the parameters of the deterministic model is evi-
denced also by the large values attained by the stochastic disturbances {xi}. In order
to have a more reliable deterministic model, and decrease the influence of the stochas-
tic part, we would need to re-identify the parameters quite often. A possible solution
could be to have a recursive estimation model that runs in parallel with the curl pre-
dictor, and on a regular basis updates the parameters, as suggested by Pettersson in
[40]. A possible rule for update could be when a specified time has elapsed or when
one or more estimated parameters have changed sufficiently, or also when on or more
stochastic disturbances have become sufficiently large.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and future

work

5.1 A brief summary of the thesis

The main subject of this thesis has been the modelling and identification of curl and
twist in multi-ply paperboard. By adopting the grey-box modelling approach, the aim
has been to gain process knowledge, and translate it into a model that can be used for
operator support, and control purposes. The steps in the identification procedure can
be summarized as follows. First an analysis of the causes that give rise to dimensional
instability was given in Chapter 2. A lot of research on curl and twist has been
carried out in the past, but most of the results are qualitative and based on laboratory
experiment. Then, in chapter 3 we derived a semi-physical model according to the grey-
box approach, that is we tried to use the a priori knowledge of the process from the
literature and process engineers experience to build a deterministic model as physical
as possible. The last step, in chapter 4, was an extension of the previous deterministic
model by including disturbances modelled as states of a dynamical system, and then
estimated with an extended Kalman filter.

An analysis of the model based on simulations showed that the parameters of
the model are time varying and need to be re-identified quite often. By introducing
stochastic disturbances, it was possible to compensate for this time dependence of the
parameters. In fact, the standard deviations of the prediction errors in the validation
case, are similar to the those ones of the identification set (compare Tab. 4.1 and
3.1). However, a strong influence of the stochastic part of the model may decrease
the prediction capacity during grade changes, while preserving it during more or less
steady state operations. But, since one of the main purpose of the predictor is to
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help operators in taking appropriate decisions, particularly during grade changes, this
behavior would be considered unacceptable. Therefore, we would need to update the
model parameters quite often, as suggested in section 4.5.

We have seen in chapter 4 that even by using the Kalman filter, the prediction
errors are still too large for the model to be used for control purposes. However,
we believe that the overall model can be used as a tool in decision-making by the
operators and process engineers. Besides, during the construction of the model, we
gained a lot of process knowledge which can be used in several ways. For instance, the
effect of some control inputs on curl such as the steam added before calendering was
previously neglected. Moreover, the model can be used for regulations during steady
state operations.

We can make a rough comparison between the grey-box model derived in chapter
4, and the curl model derived in [10] by using artificial neural networks. We want to
stress that there are huge differences between the two cases. The main one is that
in [10], one layer paper is considered. So, the physical problem is relatively simpler.
Besides, at AssiDomän Frövi we have to take into considerations 8 different qualities
of board (grades), while in [10] they have only 3 paper grades. Furthermore, they do
not need to cope with the coating section, one of the most important cause of curl in
our case. The way they measure curl is also very different from ours. They cut out
a cross shape sample by the end of each tambour by using a a template. A glancing
angle light source is then used to cast a shadow due to the curling paper at the centre
of the cross. After a period of few minutes has elapsed to allow the paper to relax the
shadow is measured by hand, quantized to 5mm interval.

Despite all the differences, we can roughly compare the results. In Fig. 5.1, the
results given in the paper [10] are reported. The absolute value of curl is sorted for
increasing values, together with the predicted curl, and the 68% confidence intervals.
In Fig. 5.2 a subset of the validation data was chosen, and the measured MD curl is
plotted accordingly to increasing absolute values, together with the predicted values
of the grey-box model derived in chapter 4. That is, Fig. 5.2 is a sorted subset of Fig.
4.2.

In comparing the two figures, the following remarks can be expressed:

• The curl predicted with the grey-box model shown in Fig. 5.2 seems to have
a larger standard deviation than the one predicted with the neural networks
method.

• The neural networks model seems to give better curl estimation than the grey
box model.

• The neural networks model seems to work well for curl in the middle values
range. Its prediction becomes worse for very low and for very large curl values.
The grey-box predictions seem to be reliable for a larger range of curl values.

In conclusion, the neural networks predictor described in [10] seems to be slightly
better than the grey-box predictor developed in chapter 4. However, this comparison
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�

Figure 5.1: Graph showing the variation in absolute value of curl as predicted
by neural networks model, from [10].

is only qualitative, since as we said before there are deep differences between the two
cases.

5.2 Future work

The next immediate step we are planning to take, is the on-line implementation of
the model with a Visual Basic program, in a similar way as with the bending stiffness
predictor. The latter reads the data from the mill information system (Info) every
3 minutes. It checks if the values are acceptable, that is if they are within specific
validation limits. If they are accepted the program makes its calculations and writes
the results back in the Info. If they are not accepted, the program indicates the fault
and goes into idle mode until new data are extracted from the Info the next three
minutes.

Having a predictor on-line would be a useful way to analyze the model more care-
fully, especially during the periods in which the prediction errors of the deterministic
model are larger.

Besides, some research topics have arisen during the developing of this thesis, and
the main ones are:

• A bigger effort has to be spent in developing more accurate physical sub-models.
We believe, in fact, that the large standard deviations and the strong time
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Figure 5.2: Graph showing the variation in absolute value of MD curl as pre-
dicted by the grey-box model.

dependence of some of the estimated parameters (see section 3.5) may be caused
by an inadequate physical modelling of the underlying phenomena.

• Some control inputs believed to have a large influence on dimensional stability
properties, such as beating, refining energies, and starch, were not considered,
because they were not identifiable. A deeper investigation , maybe with small
experiments on the real plant, should be carried out.

• The acquisition or improvements of further sensors should be considered in a
systematic way. For instance, nowadays, there exist different kinds of on-line
sensor of fiber orientation. Are they worthy to buy, from a curl predictor point
of view? In other words, the improvements these sensors would introduce in the
predictor, would compensate for their price? We would like to find a systematic
way to address this kind of questions.

• Once the curl predictor gives satisfactory results, and other important quality
variables will be on-line, or modelled in a similar fashion, it would be feasible
to develop new control strategies for the process. Model predictive control, for
instance, is a field whose applications in industry have been expanding a lot in
the recent years. However, it has not penetrated deeply into areas where process
non-linearities are strong and market requires frequent changes in operating
conditions, like in the pulp and paper industry.
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Modelling with Dymola





Chapter 6

Modelling of the Wet-End

Part of a Paper Machine

with Dymola

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter a different modelling approach will be discussed. While in the first part
of this thesis a grey-box model of curl and twist has been derived from partial prior
knowledge of the process, here a physical or white-box model of the wet-end part of
the paper machine will be developed, with the aid of a software tool called Dymola.

In fact, there has been a rapidly increasing use of computer simulations in industry
to optimize products, to reduce product development costs and time by design opti-
mization, and to train operator. Whereas in the past it was considered sufficient to
simulate subsystems separately, the current trend is to simulate increasingly complex
physical systems composed of subsystems from multiple domains.

In a complex industrial process like paperboard manufacturing, simulation tools
are extremely useful since they can contribute to higher product quality and production
efficiency in several ways. For example, modifications in the paper mill process could
be tested (both statically and dynamically) in advance in a simulator saving much of
the trial and error procedure that is used nowadays. Besides, a dynamic simulator
of the process and of its control would allow for a thorough study of different control
strategies, and would be an efficient way to tune controllers for new equipments.
Finally, a simulation tool can also be a way of training not only the operators but also
the production engineers and technicians.
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The disposition of the chapter is as follows: first a brief description of Dymola
and the Modelica language is given, and the pulp and paper library to be used with
Dymola is discussed. Then, the model of the wet-end part of the paper machine is
derived. In the last part of the chapter, a few comments on the results and future
work are given.

6.2 Dymola and Modelica

In the few years of research in modelling and simulation, the concept of object-oriented
modelling has achieved a big relevance. Several works have demonstrated how objected
oriented concepts can be successfully employed to support hierarchical structuring,
reuse and evolution of large and complex models independent from the application
domain and specialized graphical formalism.

To handle complex models, the reuse of standard model components is a key issue.
But in order to exchange models between different packages an unified language is
needed. Modelica is an object-oriented, general-purpose modelling language that is
under development in an international effort to introduce an expressive standardized
modelling language. Modelica supports object-oriented modelling using inheritance
concepts taken from computer languages such as Simula and C++. It also supports
non-causal modelling, meaning that model’s terminals do not necessarily have to be
assigned an input or output role. In fact, in the last few years it has been proved
in several cases that non-causal simulation techniques perform much better than the
ordinary object-oriented tools.

Dymola is a simulation tool for modelling of large systems, based Modelica lan-
guage. There are already several Modelica libraries intend for use with Dymola for
various applications domains, such as multibody systems, hydraulics, thermodynam-
ical systems and chemical processes. Models are hierarchically decomposed into sub-
models. Reuse of modelling knowledge is supported by use of libraries containing
model classes and by use of inheritance. Connections between sub-models are conve-
niently described by defining cuts which model physical coupling. Special constructs
are available for defining connection topology of composed models.

6.3 The Pulp and Paper Library

As a first effort in the project, a Modelica component library with process objects used
in paper mills was created. The initial focus was to model the wet-end part of the
machine. This is basically a large hydraulic pipe network, consisting of open tanks,
pipes, valves, pumps and specialized objects like pressure screens and pulp cyclones.

The wet end is of special interest from a system point of view because it contains
dynamics of many different time scales, from orders of fractions of seconds (fast opening
of valves) to hours, even days (slowly varying concentrations in the long circulation).
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Figure 6.1: Models are stored in class li-
brary.
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Equations�

Figure 6.2: Part of the declaration of a
valve model in Modelica language.

This causes obvious problems when shifting the plant between different operating
points.

Currently, the following component models have been implemented in the library:

• Pipes, valves, pumps and tanks. These are basic components that make up the
hydraulic flow networks.

• Cyclones and screens(separators).

• Headbox and wire sections.

• Heat exchangers, heaters and coolers

• DCS objects like pressure and flow indicators, PID controllers etc.

• Dry end objects like press section and steam dryers are under development.

Dymola supports encapsulations of models in graphical ’units’, that can be stored
in hierarchical graphical libraries. Drag-and drop techniques are used to assemble the
complete model from the library objects. Figure 6.1 shows a Modelica object library
in Dymola.

Modelica object-oriented language details was used in the development of the mod-
els. First the different process objects required to model the wet-end were defined.
Then, the physical connections between the objects were identified. Modelica allows
these interfaces to be described in special classes, called connectors. Besides, the inher-
itance construct was used to create base classes that can be re-used in several different
objects.
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In order to achieve a high degree of model reuse, all medium specific data (i.e.
medium composition, densities, specific heat, etc.) was encapsulated in the properties
of a medium sub-model. This effectively separates the machine-specific part of the
models from the parts that are determined by which kind of components are included
in the model. Modelica class parameters make possible to exchange this subclass on
the highest hierarchical level of the model, after the model has been assembled. The
result of this is that the decision of how many and what kind of physical components
that should be included in the simulation does not have to be made until after the
rest of model has been completed and parameterized. Also, expanding the model with
more substances is simply a matter of defining a new medium subclass.

Figure 6.2 shows part of the declaration (in Modelica code) of a control valve model.
This code has been generated automatically using the model editor in Dymola.

6.3.1 Development of components models

The wet end is a very large and complex system, with several hundreds of pipes,
tanks, valves and pumps. Although Dymola is highly efficient in simulating large
DAE systems, this puts a limit on how detailed the objects can be modelled. The
aim was that full system simulations would be possible to perform with reasonable
execution speed.

The process object models generally consist of:

• Mass-energy- and momentum balances over the component

• Constitutive equations such as pressure drop, separation efficiency etc.

• Medium property calculations

The balances are made for an arbitrary number of components. The models distin-
guish between suspended solids and dissolved components and treat them differently
in separators, for instance. The constitutive equations are usually empirical or semi-
empirical relations. One example is the relation between pressure drop and flow rate
in pipes and valves. Another is the relation between the pressure increase, volumetric
flow rate and rotation speed in a pump, also known as a pump curve. This is usu-
ally provided from the manufacturer as graphical curves and can be expressed as an
algebraic equation, for instance a polynomial fit.

The models were parameterized so that the necessary data was either found in, or
could be calculated from the available mill documentation.

The control system was modelled using the same controller algorithms as in the
real mill DCS. This allows for the actual tuning parameters (P, I, D...) to be extracted
from the control system and be used in the simulation. The implementation of the
real parameters will take place in a later stage of the project.
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6.4 Modelling of the mill

The model and its structure are shown in Fig. 6.5. All the basic components are
taken and aggregated from the Pulp and Paper Library. At the moment the wet end
section of all four layers, and most of the long circulation is completed. This includes
the approaching system from the mixing chests to the cyclone cleaners, the screens,
the short circulation loop including headboxes and wire sections, and part of the long
circulation with the bleached water chest.

As we explained in the previous section, the Pulp and Paper Library can handle
as many substances as one needs. In this particular case, three kinds of physical
substances were included in the medium subclass: two kinds of pulp and the fillers
(chemical substances added to the pulp). We did not consider all the different kinds
of pulp effectively used in the mill to avoid an excessive complexity at this early stage
of the process. All the parameters of the different components were collected during
some months of data collecting at AssiDomän Frövi.

In the real plant, the setpoints for the thick flow valve, the headbox pressure and
the lip opening are calculated from the overall control system. In our simulations,
these setpoints values were extracted from the Info database and fed to the model.

Despite the fact that only the main flows are taken into consideration, this model,
all together, handles about 800 state variables, more than 10.000 general variables,
and more than 1000 time delays.

The model was validated for different grade changes. In Fig. 6.5 one of the
validation case is presented. The setpoint changes consist of an increasing of the thick
flow from the mixing chests, a decreasing of the headbox pressure and of the slice
opening. All this causes a decreasing of the concentration in the headbox flow, and so
a final product with a smaller basis weight.

From a process control point of view, the most interesting variable to consider
for the validation is the headbox pulp concentration. The simulations show that
the dynamic behavior during the grade change is quite well described by the model.
However, the simulated concentrations have a large bias, especially in the case of the
top layer, and middle layer 1 (about 25%). One of the main reason for the model/plant
mismatch is the fact that the headbox sub-model is not accurate enough to handle
more than one input flow. Because of this, we had to neglect a large flow coming from
a secondary control screen. However, these screens are not used in the headboxes
of the other two layers, and the static errors in their concentration are within 10%.
Other causes of errors are parameter and input uncertainties, neglected elements (that
is, minor flows or not modelled yet), and unmodelled nonlinearities.

Regarding the other variables of interest, the validation showed quite good re-
sults. For example, the simulated pressures and jet velocities are very close to the
measurement (the maximum error is less than 2%) for all the layers.

One of the main problem we encountered during the modelling, was the search of
a consistent set of initial conditions for the simulation. In fact, it has to be “close” to
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a set of stable solutions of the system of differential equations, otherwise the nonlinear
solver may encounter numerical problems. This problem has been studied by Dynasim,
and the next versions of Dymola will have a tool for optimizing the search of the initial
conditions.

Another problem, we are facing, is the simulation execution time. In fact, the
present model is handling a huge number of state variables, delays, and a lot of different
time constants. The resulting set of differential equations is very large and stiff. Even
though Dymola has efficient algorithms to handle stiff problems, the simulation is quite
slow. A possible solution would be to provide the model with a more flexible structure,
so that the user is allowed to choose whether or not to neglect the dynamical effects
of the time constants he is not interested in. For instance, he could neglect small time
constant (i.e. valves, short pipes, pumps, etc.) if he is interested in the long ones (i.e.,
tanks, headbox concentration, etc.) or viceversa.

6.5 Conclusion

A Modelica library for pulp and paper applications has been developed by Solvina.
The concepts of object-oriented and non causal modelling have been used in order to
make the library flexible and easy to use.

This library is being used for the modelling of AssiDomän Frövi paper mill. At
present, the wet end process of the four layers has been completed and the simulations
have shown a satisfactory agreement with the validation data.

At this stage of the project, the model can already be used for different aims: for
example it can be employed to evaluate the effect of friction on the valves, to estimate
time delays for an input change, qualitative testing of different control strategies or,
in general, to get a better understanding of the wet end process. Besides, an operator
interface which uses the model as a background has been developed at Solvina and
can already be used by the operators and process engineers to evaluate some specific
situations.

Next, we are planning to complete the model, including the press and drying
section, and improving some of the present sub-models to take into consideration
some of the neglected nonlinearities and also chemical reactions.
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Figure 6.3: Middle Layer 1 and Bottom Layer jet speed and headbox concen-
tration for two different grade changes

�

Figure 6.4: Hierarchical structure of the model
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Appendix A: A few

concepts on lamination

theory of composite

materials

A.1 Main assumptions

Most of this section is taken from Carlsson’s paper [7], and from [47].

Consider multi-ply paperboard treated as a composite laminate which consists of
an arbitrary number of laminae with different anisotropic, mechanical and hygroex-
pansivity properties. We assume that the anisotropic properties of each ply are de-
scribed by the orthotropic model 1. It is also assumed that each ply is composed of a
homogeneous and perfectly elastic material.

Due to the manufacturing conditions, the principal directions of each constituent
ply generally coincide with the machine direction (MD), and cross machine direction
(CD). However, in some cases, the principal directions of a ply may not coincide
with the coordinate axes of the laminate. This is illustrated in Fig. A.1, where
the coordinate system of of the laminate is denoted by 1 − 2 − 3, and the principal
directions of a single ply by 1′ − 2′ − 3′. φ is the angle between the two coordinate
systems. The thickness coordinates 3′ and 3 always coincides, and they are indicated
with the notation z.

1Orthotropic materials have at least 2 orthogonal planes of symmetry where material prop-
erties are independent of direction within each plane.
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A.2 A few definitions

Stress [N/m2] is a measure of internal forces within a body. The plane stress is
characterized by three components: two along the main axis (σ1 and σ2) and the
third one, indicated by σ6, is the shear component in the 1-2 plane.

Strain is a geometric quantity, and it is defined as the spatial variation of a laminate
displacements. More precisely, let us indicate with u [m] the displacement along the
1-axis, and with v [m] the displacement along the 2-axis. The strain components along
the main axis are defined as:

ε1 =
∂u

∂1
[−] (A.1)

ε2 =
∂v

∂2
[−] (A.2)

Strain has also a third component associated with distortion. Geometrically, dis-
tortion can be seen as the effect of stretching one diagonal of the ply and compressing
the other. This combined action produce distortion which is measured by shear strain:

ε6 =
∂u

∂2
+

∂v

∂1
[−] (A.3)

For elastic materials the following equation relates the stress and strain compo-
nents:

σj =
∑

l

Qjlεl (j, l = 1, 2, 6) [N/m2] (A.4)

where Q is the plane stress reduced matrix defined next. If the ply is unidirectional,
that is the axes of the laminate are parallel to the main axes, see Fig. a) in A.1, then
the matrix Q has the following form:

Q =

[ Q11 Q12 0
Q21 Q22 0
0 0 Q66

]

(A.5)

where:

Qjj = mEj Qll = mEl (j, l = 1, 2)
Qlj = mνjEl Qjl = mνlEj (j, l = 1, 2)

where El [N/m2] is the elastic (Young’s) modulus along the l-direction, νl are the
Poisson’s ratios1, and m = (1 − ν1ν2)

−1. The engineering constants ν1 and Q66 were
approximated by ν1 = 0.25

√

E1/E2 and Q66 = 0.4
√

E1E2.
If the ply symmetry axes do not coincide with the main axes, see Fig. b) in A.1, we

have to apply transformation equations to determine the stress and strains relations

1The Poisson’s ratio are defined in the following way: νj = −

εl

εj
, (j, l = 1, 2) [dimensionless]
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Figure A.1: In Fig. a) the on-axis configuration: the material symmetry axes,
1 and 2, coincide with the main axes, 1′ and 2′. In Fig. b) the off-axis configu-
ration: the material symmetry axes do not coincide with the main axes.

along the principal axes. Let the matrix Q′ be the plane stress reduced matrix with
respect the 1′ − 2′ axis. Q′ has the same structure as the matrix Q in (A.5). In the
off-axis case, the plane stress reduced matrix with respect the 1 − 2 axes becomes:

Q =

[ Q11 Q12 Q16

Q21 Q22 Q26

Q61 Q62 Q66

]

(A.6)

and the relation between Q and Q′ is:

Q′

1′1′ Q′

2′2′ Q′

1′2′ Q′

6′6′

Q11 m4 n4 2m2n2 4m2n2

Q22 n4 m4 2m2n2 2m2n2

Q12 m2n2 m2n2 m4 + n2 −4m2n2

Q66 m2n2 m2n2 −2m2n2 (m2 − n2)2

Q16 m3n −mn3 mn3 − m3n 2(mn3 − m3n)
Q26 mn3 −m3n m3n − mn3 (m3n − mn3)2

(A.7)

where the previous table is read as:

Q11 = Q1′1′m
4 + Q2′2′n

4 + Q1′2′2m2n2 + Q6′6′4m2n2

and m = cos(φ) and n = sin(φ). Besides, it can be shown that Q is symmetrical.
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A.3 Application to paperboard

Under the initial assumptions, and using the thin-plate approximation of the classical
lamination theory, the following equation can be used:

σl =
∑

j

Qlj(εj − εh,j) (j, l = 1, 2, 6) [N/m2] (A.8)

where ε is the general strain component, σ is the stress component, εh is the hygroex-
pansive strain, and Q is the plane stress reduced matrix. To simplify the notation we
will write the sums (like eq. A.8 for example) in the following way:

σl = Qlj(εj − εh,j) (=
∑

j

Qlj(εj − εh,j))

where the sum in j is omitted 2.
The variation of the strain ε through the thickness, z, is, in accordance with the

classical lamination theory, described by the following equation:

εj = εm
j + zKj (j = 1, 2, 6) [-] (A.9)

where εm
j and Kj are mid-plane strains and curvatures respectively.

The hygroexpansive strains are assumed to be linear functions of the moisture
content over the humidity range of interest:

εh,l = βlH (l = 1, 2, 6) [-] (A.10)

where βl, [-], is the coefficient of hygroexpansivity and H, [%], is the moisture content.
The resultant force, N(t), and moment, M(t), per unit of width of the laminate

are given by:

N(t) =

∫ zN

z0

σ(z, t)dz [N/m] (A.11)

M(t) =

∫ zN

z0

zσ(z, t)dz [N] (A.12)

As we stated before, in the following analysis we suppose that the stress vector, σ,
is time independent, and constant in each ply. If we combine the previous equations,
we get the constitutive relation for each ply. So, we get:

Nl = N0
l +

N
∑

k=1

∫ z

zk−1

(Q′

l,j)k(εm
j + zKj − (βj)kHk)dz (A.13)

Ml = M0
l +

N
∑

k=1

∫ z

zk−1

(Q′

l,j)k(εm
j + zKj − (βj)kHk)zdz (A.14)

2Einstein’s summation: the convention that repeated indices are implicitly summed over.
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]
=

Figure A.2: Definition of the z coordinates, zk.

where (l, j = 1, 2, 6), N0
l , and M0

l are the force and the moment built up by the
internal stresses, σ0

l , during the papermaking process described in (3.7), and the ply
coordinates, zk [m], are defined in Fig. A.2.

Since investigations of curl are in practice performed when the paperboard is free
to deform, no external forces Nl or moments Ml are acting. So from the previous
equation, by imposing Nl = Ml = 0, and hence εm

l = 0, we can derive the curvatures
Kl.

Let us introduce the following matrices:

Alj =
N

∑

k=1

(Qlj)k(zk − zk−1) (l, j = 1, 2, 6)

Blj =
1

2

N
∑

k=1

(Qlj)k(z2
k − z2

k−1) (l, j = 1, 2, 6)

Dlj =
1

3

N
∑

k=1

(Qlj)k(z3
k − z3

k−1) (l, j = 1, 2, 6)

N0
l =

N
∑

k=1

(σ0
l )k(zk − zk−1) (l = 1, 2, 6)

M0
l =

1

2

N
∑

k=1

(σ0
l )k(z2

k − z2
k−1) (l = 1, 2, 6)
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Fl =
N

∑

k=1

Hk(Qlj)k(βj)k(zk − zk−1) − N0
l (l, j = 1, 2, 6)

Gl =
1

2

N
∑

k=1

Hk(Qlj)k(βj)k(z2
k − z2

k−1) − M0
l (l, j = 1, 2, 6)

Then, the curvatures Kl can be calculated by the following equation:

Kl = [B∗−1](Gj − [A∗]Fj) (l, j = 1, 2, 6) (A.15)

where:
A∗ = BA−1 B∗ = −BA−1B + D



Appendix B: Identification

of the Moisture Model

In this section we apply standard linear regression techniques to estimate a simple
linear, time-invariant model for the moisture content of the layers.

Consider the board at a certain time instant t after drying. Let us indicate with
H [%] the total moisture of the board at time t, and with the index i the ith-layer
(i.e. top, middle, bottom). Let us indicate with Ĥ the estimated moisture at the same
time instant. We will also suppose that the moisture is independent of the MD-CD
coordinates.

The relation between the moisture of the layers, Hi and the total one is:

H =
∑

i

Hi

wi

wtot

(i = t, m, b) (B.1)

where the index i relates to the layer, wi [Kg/m2] is the basis weight of the ith-layer,
and wtot [Kg/m2] is the total basis weight of the board.

In order to model the moisture of the three layers, we introduce the concept of
moisture capacity, κk, of the pulp Pk. This quantity is defined as the capacity of
retaining moisture by the pulp Pk, that is κk = [Kg Water]/[Kg dry Pk]. Clearly a
paper made by a pulp with higher moisture capacity will retain more moisture than
a paper made by a pulp with lower moisture capacity, at the same environmental
condition.

The moisture capacity, κk, of the pulp Pk was modelled as a function of the basis
weight of the ply that contains the pulp Pk. This can be explained by the fact there
is less space for water to be absorbed as the basis weight increases. So, to model the
moisture capacity of the kth-pulp in the ith-layer, we use the following linear structure:

κk = κ0
k + dkwi (B.2)

where κ0
k and dk are parameters to be estimated.
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The different pulp qualities undergo several mechanical and chemical processes
such as cooking, beating, etc., and in general their actual moisture contents are a
complicated nonlinear function of the previous moisture contents and environmental
conditions. However, since we want to keep the overall model relatively simple we
neglected the effect of the previous phenomena, by assuming that is negligible. The
previous assumption is partially justified by the fact that the curl measurements are
taken in a laboratory with constant environmental conditions, that is 25 0C, and 50%
RH.

The final model is described by the following linear equation:

Ĥ =
∑

i

Ĥi

wi

wtot

+ e =
∑

i

∑

k

κkfi,k

wi

wtot

+ e (B.3)

where Ĥ is the estimated total moisture, Ĥi is the estimated moisture of the ith-layer,
and e is white noise. Hence, the moisture of each layer is modelled as:

Ĥi =
∑

k

κkfi,k (B.4)

where the index i relates to the layer, and fk is the pulp fraction of the pulp Pk in the
ith-layer.

The model in (B.3) can be re-written in the standard form:

Y = Uθ + e (B.5)

where

Y = Hwtot,

U = [fpwt fpw2
t fbwt fbw2

t fcwm fcw
2
m fuwm fuw2

m

fgwm fgw
2
m flkwm flkw

2
m fhkwb fhkw

2
b ],

θ = [κ0
p dp κ0

b db κ0
c dc κ0

u du κ0
g dg κ0

lk dlk κ0
hk dhk].

By applying standard linear regression methods (i.e. least square estimation) the
estimated parameter vector and its covariance matrix are given by:

θ̂ = [UT U ]−1[UT Y ] covθ̂ =
εT ε

N − n
[UT U ]−1 (B.6)

where ε is the vector of prediction errors (residuals), N the number of samples, and
n the number of parameters used in the model (B.5). The covariance estimate of the
parameter vector in (B.6) is valid under the assumption that e is white noise.

Not all the identified parameters are consistent. Three of them had an estimated
standard deviation larger than their value. Therefore, we fixed them to constant values
so that the moisture content of the top layer was similar to the the moisture content
of the other two layers.
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Pulp quality Parameter Est. Std Parameter Est. Std
Pine pulp κ0

p 0.128 0.005 dp 0 -
Birch pulp κ0

b 0.08 - db 0 -
CTMP pulp κ0

c 0.043 0.009 dc -0.451 0.060
Recycled pulp κ0

u 0.112 0.005 du -0.840 0.024
Low kappa pulp κ0

lk 0.118 0.004 dlk -0.837 0.020
Klister κ0

g -0.072 0.018 dg 7.547 0.094
High kappa pulp κ0

hk 0.014 0.007 dhk 0.482 0.041

Table B.1: Estimated parameters and standard deviations.

The identified parameters and their standard deviations are shown in Tab. B.1.
The simulations for the identification and validation sets are shown in Fig. B.1. The
standard deviation of the residuals is 1.19e-3 for the identification set, and 1.17e-3 for
the validation set.
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Figure B.1: Simulated (solid line) and measured (+) total moisture for the
identification data (on the left), and for the validation data (on the right).
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Figure B.2: Estimated moisture of the layers for the validation set.



Appendix C: Investigation

of standard deviation of

curl measurement

C.1 Introduction

At present, only one square test piece, 0.1 m x 0.1 m, is cut out of some of the 16 sheets
of the sample profile from each produced tambour for curl and twist measurement.
Curl and twist are measured immediately after the sample is taken, and the test
piece is conditioned for 5 minutes in the test bench which is subject to the controlled
laboratory atmosphere (50% ±2% relative humidity). This investigation shows that
the standard deviation over the sheet is very large in comparison to the measured value,
and too large to give sufficient information for on line curl/twist control and quality
control. Since it is possible to get 6 test pieces out of each sheet, it is recommended that
at least for sheet no 8, six test pieces are measured for each tambour. The standard
deviation will then become less than half the present.

C.2 Investigation of standard deviation of curl

and twist measurements for sheet 8

The test was carried out in the following way: between 2002-05-08 and 2002-05-21, 30
tambours of different board qualities were considered:

• 7 tambours of Light 330 g.

• 5 tambours of Carry 330 g.

• 6 tambours of Carry 370 g.

• 12 tambours of Carry 425 g.
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m−1 Average standard deviation us-
ing equation (C.2)

Curl CD 0.29
Curl MD 0.15
TWIST 0.27

Table C.1: Results from measurements, with five test pieces from each sheet.

From each tambour one sample profile was extracted, and 16 sheets were cut out for
laboratory measurement. From sheet number 8 (the central part of the board web) six
test pieces, 0.1 m x 0.1 m were cut, and five of them were randomly selected for curl
measurement. The laboratory atmosphere was within specifications during the whole
period.

The collected data were analyzed by computing the average value out of the 5
samples and the standard deviation. The following equations were used:

With data x1, x2, x3, x4, , xn, the standard deviation, s, is computed as:

s2 =
1

n − 1

n
∑

i=1

(xi − x)2 (C.1)

where x = 1/n
∑n

i=1 xi is the mean value. The ”average standard deviation” , s, of
several standard deviation estimates, s1, s2, s3, , sm, is defined as the square root of
the average variance:

s =

√

√

√

√

1

m

m
∑

j=1

s2
j (C.2)

Since this investigation is rather course, the assumptions of normal and F-distributions,
respectively, are benignly neglected. The results in tabular form (two significant dig-
its) are given in Tab. C.1. In Fig. C.1 the average value out of the 5 samples is plotted
for the 30 tambours with the standard deviation envelope.

C.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

It is clear from the figure C.1 that the standard deviations are very large relatively to
the absolute measurement values. Therefore, a single measured curl or twist value for
a given sheet is insufficient to give a correct information for curl/twist control or for
quality control.

It is then recommended that at least for sheet no. 8, more test pieces should be
measured. As Gutman suggested in [18] 6 test pieces should be measured from each
sheet. In this way, the standard deviation of the average of the measurement would
be less than half than the present one.
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Figure C.1: On the left, cross machine curl, and on the right, twist or diagonal
curl: average value (solid line) ± standard deviation.
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Appendix D: Elliptical

Random Search

The Matlab code of the elliptical random search used to check if a better minimum
could have been achieved in the optimization of the loss function WN in 3.13 is illus-
trated next:

function [xeng, x, val, xmat, valvec]=codiras(n,no1, nwi, prec, mincl, flag)

%CODIRAS Conicically directed random search for constrained optimization

% [xeng, x, val, xmat, valvec]=codiras(n,no1, nflag)

%

% The function codiras delivers the found minimum criterion value,

% and the point within the n-dimensional unit hypercube for which the

% minimum was found, subject to constraints.

%

% The user has to supply appropriate scaling from the random number r

% within the n-dimensional unit hypercube, to the n-vector y given in

% engineering units, e.g. y = A*r + b;

%

% The user has to supply a criterion function, crit.m, to be inserted into

% this function (as an external call if necessary).

%

% The user has to supply a constraint function, constraint.m to be inserted into

% this function, (as external calls, if necessary), for all constraints

% except the implicit unit interval [0,1] constraints for each dimension

% in the n-dimensional unit hypercube. constraint.m delivers 1 if the

% constraint is satisfied, 0 otherwise.

%

% Outputs:

%
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% xeng n-dimensional co-ordinate column vector for the found minimum in engineering

% units

%

% x n-dimensional co-ordinate column vector for the found minimum, within

% the n-dimensional unit hypercube.

%

% val found minimum criterion value.

%

% xmat matrix of n-dimensional co-ordinate column vectors for the intermediately found

% best points, within the n-dimensional unit hypercube. xmat has n rows.

%

% valvec row vector of intermediately found criteria values corresponding to xmat.

%

%

% Inputs:

%

% n natural number defining the dimension of the search space

%

% no1 vector natural number defining the number of function evaluations for each

% local step in the random search algorithm: [minimum, maximum, factor] e.g.

% [10, 10000, 1000000]

%

% nwi number of times the local directed conical search is performed with its

% widest and longest cone and failed to find a better point, before the

% search is returned to a final global search

%

% prec precision within the unit cube for each element ofthe found point (e.g 0.001)

%

% mincl minimum cone length (e.g. 0.01)

%

% flag = 0, do not save xmat, valvec

% = 1, save xmat, valvec

%

%

% Example:

%

%

%

% Author: Per-Olof Gutman, 2001

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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%at least 2-dimensional search space is required:

if n<2, disp(’at least 2-dimensional search space is required’); return, break, end

% Definition of allowed cone angles (i.e. angle from centerline to surface):

coneangle = [90, 64, 32, 16, 8, 4, 2, 1]*(pi/180); %radians

% Definition of allowed relative cone lengths, in units of distance between x and x2:

conelength = [8, 4, 2.8, 2, 1.7, 1.4, 1.3, 1.2];

% Initialization of cone angle index (which tells which element in coneangle

% that will be used)

caindex = 4;

% Initialization of cone length index (which tells which element in conelength

% that will be used)

clindex = 4;

% Initialization

xmat = []; valvec = [];

% Initialization of best x-vector, x, and best value, val,

% and also second best x-vector, x2, and second best value, val2.

x = zeros(n,1); val=Inf;

x2 = zeros(n,1); val2=Inf;

% First step: global random search within n-dimensional unit hypercube

[vflag,x,x2,val,val2]=glsearch(n,no1(2),prec, x,x2,val,val2);

if (flag & vflag), xmat =[xmat,x]; valvec=[valvec,val]; end %update xmat, valvec

if vflag==0,

disp(’initialization failed to produce two different points’);

break, return

end

%keyboard

again = 1; % set flag for directed conical search

%while again==1,

% Intermediate steps: directed conical search.

% The cone is narrowed and shortened when the search is successful. The cone

% is widened and prolonged when the search fails to find a better point.

% When the directed conical search has been conducted nwi times with its

% longest and widest cone, then the search is returned to a final global
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% search.

% Initialization of nwi-counter:

nwicounter = 0;

while nwicounter < nwi,

%A cone is defined as follows.

% The centerline is defined by the vector arrow=x-x2. The vertex is located on the

% centerline, 0.5*(conelength(clindex) - 1)*norm(x-x2) behind x2. The length of

% the centerline = norm(x-x2)*conelength(clindex)

arrow = x-x2; %centerline vector

larrow = sqrt(sum(arrow.*arrow)); %length of arrow

earrow = arrow/larrow; % unit length centerline vector

marrow = max(mincl, larrow);

vertex = x2 - 0.5*(conelength(clindex) - 1)*marrow*earrow; %vertex point (n-dim col vec)

no=0; % Reset number of attempted local function evaluations

vflag = 0; % Reset "best point has been updated" flag

noeval = min(max(no1(1), no1(3)*(marrow^n)*coneangle(caindex)), no1(2))

%keyboard

close all, figure, hold on

plot([x(1),x2(1)],[x(2),x2(2)],’x-’), plot(vertex(1),vertex(2),’mh’)

x, x2, vertex,

disp([’cl ca =’,num2str([conelength(clindex), (180/pi)*coneangle(caindex)])])

pause

while no<noeval,

% Generate random point, r, within cone:

len = rand*marrow*conelength(clindex); %length of projection along centerline

xbase = vertex + len*earrow; %position of random point on cone axis

rangle = rand*coneangle(caindex); % random angle within cone

rr = 2*(rand(n,1)-.5); % random n dim column vector in all directions

perp = rr - (rr’*earrow)*earrow; % vector perpendicular to centerline

if max(abs(perp))>0,

perp = perp/sqrt(sum(perp.*perp));

end % vector perpendicular to centerline of unit length

r = prec*round((1/prec)*(xbase + len*tan(rangle)*perp));

%dbug if (r(1)<-50 | r(2)<-50), keyboard, end

%r = random point within cone, with prescr

y = 10*(r-.5); %user supplied scaling of the form y=Ar+b in eng units

no = no+1; % update number of attempted function calls

if constraint(y) % user supplied constraint function, returning 1 if r is OK

v = crit(y); % user supplied criterion function
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if v<val,

vflag = 1; % set "best point has been updated" flag

x2=x; val2=val; %update second best

x=r, val=v; %update of best

end

plot(r(1),r(2),’c.’)

end

end

%keyboard

plot(x(1),x(2),’g*’,x2(1),x2(2),’b*’), axis equal, pause

if (flag & vflag), xmat =[xmat,x]; valvec=[valvec,val]; end %update xmat, valvec

%keyboard

if vflag==1,%if a new point has been found, narrow and shorten the cone

caindex = min(caindex+1, length(coneangle));

clindex = min(clindex+1, length(conelength));

else % if not, widen and lengthen the cone

caindex = max(caindex-1, 1);

clindex = max(clindex-1, 1);

end

if caindex==1,

nwicounter = nwicounter+1;

else

nwicounter=0;

end

end

% Final step: global random search within n-dimensional unit hypercube

[vflag,x,x2,val,val2]=glsearch(n,no1(2),prec,x,x2,val,val2);

if (flag & vflag), xmat =[xmat,x]; valvec=[valvec,val]; end %update xmat, valvec

again = 0; % reset flag for renewed directed conical search

if vflag==1,

again = 1; % flag for renewed directed conical search

disp(’concluding global random search produced new optimimum! -> conical search!’);

end

%end

xeng = 10*(x-.5)

val

%--------------------------------------------------------------

function [vflag,x,x2,val,val2]=glsearch(n,no1,prec,x,x2,val,val2)

%GLSEARCH global random search within n-dim unit hypercube
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% [vflag,x,x2,val,val2]=glsearch(n,no1)

%

% subfunction to codiras.m

%

% Author: Per-Olof Gutman, 2001

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Initialization of the number of local function evaluations

no = 0;

% Initialization of " best point has been updated" flag

vflag = 0;

while no<no1

r = prec*round((1/prec)*rand(n,1)); %random vector within hypercube

y = 10*(r-.5); %user supplied scaling of the form y=Ar+b in eng units

no = no+1; % update number of attempted function calls

%if constraint(y) % user supplied constraint function, returning 1 if r is OK

v = crit(y); % user supplied criterion function

if v<val,

vflag =1; % a new best point has been found

x2=x; val2=val; %update second best

x=r; val=v; %update of best

end

%end

end

%-------------------------------------------------------------------
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